
The Christmas Brussel Caper 
By Frog101 

 

Introduction 
For many years now, Lego have released Christmas advent calendars for their City, 

Star Wars and Friends range themes.  What is now becoming a tradition for me, I 

buy a City advent calendar and then write a story where a chapter is written each 

day – about 500-ish words, although I have got carried away from time to time) and 

each episode must somehow include whatever the present was for that day. 

 

This is the collection of episodes for 2013, copied from the frog101.wordpress.com 

blog.  Apart from standardising on image sizes and fonts where I can, the layout (and 

typos, incorrect names, grammar and everything else that was wrong) has been 

copied across in numeric order. 

 

Enjoy! 

 

 

 

  



Prequel 

Authors note: Just to add some additional fun to the story, I’m going to start with a 
prequel to the story and introduce my lead character right from the get go. I’d 
ordered him through minifigs.me. The christmas jumper is deliberate, but I have 
tempered this by having the words “Bah humbug” printed onto the back. When I got 
him, I decided to swap the head over, add a hat – and one more important feature, 
which I will introduce in the story…. 

Meet Gary Trumpton. Gary is an adult, although you might be hard pressed to see 
that as he plays with Lego and really likes Baked Beans. He also likes pickled onions 
and his absolute favourite food is… Brussel Sprouts. It’s not just the taste of the 
beans and the onions and the sprouts, oh no… it’s the EFFECT of the beans, onions 
and sprouts. You know when you’re in a crowded room, or packed into a train or bus 
and then there’s that smell – you know, THAT smell – and you look up (because it 
wasn’t you that time) and you see someone looking quite pleased with themselves? 
You know that look? Well, chances are you just met Gary. Because of the 
considerable pleasure that Gary gets from this mischevious behaviour, Gary’s 
friends call him “Gassa”. 

Well Gary just loves this time of year. He loves that you can buy Lego more cheaply 
this time of year – that’s if he can wait that long to buy his Lego – but more 
importantly this is the time of year when his favourite vegetables really come into the 
shops and he can buy loads. In fact, he is so pleased that this is the time of year that 
the shopkeeper actually tells Gary when they are getting the first crates in! 

“Hey Gassa!” The shopkeeper cried out. “This Saturday we have our first delivery of 
Brussells!” 
“Yippee!” Said Gary. 
“What’s that smell?” Said the shopkeer. “Something smells quite off!” 
“Sooorrryyyy…!” Said Gary. 

So Saturday morning came round, and Gary was ready at 0900 when the shop 
opened. The shopkeeper looked at Gary. 
“I’m so sorry, Gassa” said the shopkeeper. “There were no Brussels in our delivery. 
The truck driver said that there were none at the depot.” 
Gary was disappointed, but said that he would come back when they had the next 
delivery arrive – which he did. And then he was ready for the one after that. And the 
one after that. In fact, ten deliveries went by – all the other vegetables were 
delivered, but the Brussels just did not appear. 

Gary was confused and frustrated. How could there be no Brussels? Surely this 
would have been on the news? He decided that there was only one course of action 
– to go to the Depot himself. He got the address and drove up to the depot. He met 
the foreman and discussed that he was surprised that there were no Brussels being 
delivered to his local shop. The foreman rubbed his chin. 

“Yes, that’s got me baffled too” he said. “You see, we have been receiving Brussels. 
Lots of boxes of them and I’ve checked them in personally. We stack them all over 



there next to the Sweet Potato and the Parsnips so that they are ready for the 
pickers to take them and load them onto the lorries. Except once we’ve put them 
over in that area, we turn our backs and they just… disappear!” 

“This is curious” said Gary, ” this may be something I will need to look into.” 
“Quite so” said the Foreman, “excuse me, I must dash. There seems to be a funny 
smell coming from over there….” 

SO – Will Gary find out who the mystery Brussel thief is? Or will the plot just go out 
of the window when I open the first Advent calendar box? Find out in the next 
installment! 

 

  



1. Policeman 
 

Sheriff John “Rocky” Stallone poured his second cup of coffee for the day. He sat it 
neatly next to the first, which he had poured only moments before pouring the 
second. He had decided that he didn’t really trust StarBlocks coffee makers when he 
asked them to double the strength, so instead he bought his own filter coffee 
machine and just made it himself. The rest of the police station were also pleased 
when Rocky had bought the coffee machine – if only so they could get free coffee 
whenever they wanted it. 

Knowing that he had double strength coffee meant that Rocky got a lot of work done 
in a day – the downside was that he went through a lot more coffee; or rather, a lot 
more coffee went through him. He was just carrying his two mugs of coffee back to 
the desk, when Gary walked straight into him. 

“Thank you sergeant, yes, I’ll look out for the Sherrif… oh! OW!!” 
The hot coffee went just about everywhere. One really big splash went over an 
officer’s desk, soaking through the paperwork that he was writing out. 

“Oh great – that’s my Christmas Round Robin destroyed… oh, um, I mean, that’s my 
witness statement ruined!” 

“That was close” said Gary, “None of it went on me…” 

“However, it did go all over me” replied Rocky. “Luckily, these jackets are wipe 
clean.” 

A few minutes later, Gary was sat at Rocky’s desk, explaining the missing brussel 
sprouts. Rocky was amused – it just sounded like a christmas wind up story. Missing 
Brussel Sprouts? Really? And what was that smell? Well, the nice thing about 
working here was that nothing really ever happened, so he could explore and 
investigate these fun christmas adventures. 



 

“Okay, let’s go and have a look at the depot” 

The drive was quick and short to the depot. Sheriff Rocky found the foreman’s office, 
and in there found a fresh pot of coffee. Well, he had some time, so he poured 
himself a large mug. As he started to drink it, Brian Ashdown walked into the room. 
Brian was the depot’s foreman – he was a fair and reasonable man, unless someone 
drank his coffee… 
“What do you think you’re doing?” 
Rocky was surprised – so much so that…. 

“Blast! Another one today!” 
Brian smiled – there was a certain sense of justice in what just happened. 

“Sheriff – how can I help?” 
“A cloth would be useful” Rocky said. “But also you can give me some information. 
Mr Trumpton over there tells me that you have been suffering from stolen brussel 
sprouts. Is that true?” 

Brian handed a cloth to Rocky. 
“Actually, there has been a spate of missing vegetables. Or rather, one particular 
vegetable. Come and look.” 
Brian led Rocky to a corner of the depot. 
“This is where our sprouts are usually put – as you can see, it’s empty.” 
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Rocky looked around. There in a small nook, he saw something metallic. Reaching 
down, he picked up a bell. He gave it a rattle. Oh, it’s a cat’s bell, he thought. He 
passed the bell to Brian.  
“This your cat’s bell?” He asked. 

“Sooty?” Asked Brian. “Sooty doesn’t wear a bell – he can’t be a proper mouser with 
a bell!” 

Just then a white cat brushed past Rocky’s ankle. 
“On cue!” Laughed Brian. “Sheriff, this is Sooty.”  
Rocky bent down and stroked Sooty – a small purr said it all. 
“He likes you!” Said Brian. “It’s unusual, but nice to see.” 

Gary couldn’t wait to ask. 
“So Sherrif – is there something unusual here?” 
Rocky replied. 
“It is certainly highly unusual – and something that needs more investigation. Much 
as Brussels aren’t my favourite, I do like to have a few at Christmas – and the fact 
that all the City’s Brussels have gone missing is highly fishy. So, I’ll look into it some 
more. But first, I must go to the little boys room – that coffee has gone right through 
me.” 

Advent day 1: 
Our first box gives us Sheriff “Rocky” Stallone; complete with two hats and two 
mugs. A nice little starter to the advent adventure and perfect for our story! 
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2. Chimney 

As the three men walked back to the office, a question popped into Rocky’s head. 

“I didn’t see any windows – so the thieves would have had to go through the door.” 

“I thought that too” replied Brian. “So I increased the locks on our one door into the 
depot. We don’t have windows and all the lighting is by strip lighting.” 

“I bet that’s expensive” said Gary. 

“It is” replied Brian, “But we found that when we had windows we couldn’t control the 
temperature in here very well and some of the fruit and vegetables went off quickly – 
and no-one wants gone off vegetables.” 

The entered the office and sat down, facing the fire. The wood smouldered slowly 
and crackled pleasantly. 

“Nice touch with the fireplace” said Rocky. 

“Yes,” said Brian, “it’s the one thing in this building that I kept in place. The actual 
building is well over a hundred years old and from what I can find out from council 
records it has always been a market for fruit and veg. When my father took over the 
running of the depot from his father he started to make a few adjustments. Horse 
drawn carriages were being replaced by Lorries, so he had the stables converted 
and opened up the depot by building a huge depot centre; when I took over I started 
to partition the areas off so that I could get better temperature controls in place and 
start to computerise the running of the building. However, this little room has always 
been the foreman’s office – and we kept the original desks and cupboards. It’s a nice 
reminder of the heritage of this family business – and this stuff is worth a bit now, 
too!” 

“You said you computerised?” asked Rocky. “Did that extend to security cameras?” 

“Outside, yes, but inside we didn’t bother. We figured that we would see people 
coming and going from the gate if they were trying to steal from us.” 

“And did you?” 

“No – there’s no-one entering or leaving that wasn’t supposed to – and certainly no-
one weighed down with huge sacks of Brussel Sprouts!” 

“I think we may have to put additional cameras up, for one particular room” said 
Rocky. 

“Hang on a minute” said Gary, as Sooty brushed hard against his leg, purring more 
loudly than ever, “when did you last get your chimney swept?” 



“Err, that would have been last year, I think” said Brian. “I don’t do it every year, most 
years I just stick my broom straight up to make sure that nothing is nesting in the 
chimney and then that’s the job done. Why?” 

“Well”, said Gary, “I just noticed that there’s a large amount of soot built up on the 
walls of your chimney. That’s not a surprise – but what is a surprise are the little 
footprints in the hearth.” 

“Well, that would be Sooty” said Rocky. “My cat is always going where he shouldn’t. 
Last year I had to get Torch and Twiggy from the Fire Station to rescue him. Six 
times! Nearly drunk me dry of hot chocolate and coffee!” 

Gary smiled. He hadn’t known Sheriff Rocky Stallone for long, but he guessed that 
he might be someone who had a lot of coffee. 

“Yes that’s true Sheriff – but consider this. Sooty is a white cat. A very clean and tidy 
white cat. I can’t see any soot on the fur at all.” 

“I think you’re right” said Rocky. He knelt down and looked closely. As he did so, 
Sooty walked straight across the hearth and head-butted Rocky, rubbing his head on 
Rocky, purring loudly. 

“There goes that theory!” laughed Rocky. “But hang on… you may have something. 
These footprints don’t look like cat prints at all! “ 
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Author note: Torch and Twiggy were the firefighters in last years story. 

Today’s Advent calendar present: 

Today’s calendar present is a chimney, complete with hearth stone and flames. A 
very simple, nice build that fits on the advent base board quite well. The “Brick” 
bricks add a nice relief look to the whole effect too. 

 

3. Dog and bones 
 

 

The next morning, Rocky sat in his chair at the police station, looking at the carefully 
at the pictures of the footprints that they had taken yesterday. They definitely 
seemed to be coming from the hearth, but Brian said that he had lit the fire every 
morning and put it out just before he went home last thing at night – so the hearth 
would have been quite hot throughout most of the evening. 

For a Christmas windup, the guys in the police station had certainly pulled out all the 
stops this year! There was nothing else going on right now so Rocky could focus on 



this. Well, there was that small scuffle in the Black Friday sale, when Mr Macready 
had accidently put the decimal point in the wrong place on a particularly nice bag; 
three ladies spotted the error immediately. It hadn’t helped that one of the ladies was 
desk sergeant Jane Pengleman and the other was Twiggy the fire fighter. Mind you, 
old Mrs Thomas showed that even though she had quite a few years on the two 
younger ladies she could still spot a bargain – and could swing her handbag with 
remarkable ease. Unfortunately, Mrs Thomas was also forgetful – or so she claimed 
– after all, why else would she have left her bowling ball in that bag? Anyway, apart 
from a couple of bruises the whole matter was solved when Mr Macready revealed 
he had three bags in stock and everyone was happy… if a little sore. 

The phone rang and the caller display showed it was from the Town Hall. It was the 
mayor. 

“I’d like to report that something appears to be missing” said the mayor. 

“Certainly, Mr Mayor, I’ll put you through to the desk sergeant.” 

“No, they put me through to you – you are already working on it I understand.” 

“I am?” 

“Yes – where are the Brussel Sprouts? I had a hankering for some for my dinner last 
night, and Mrs Mayor was unable to find any. She was told by the shopkeeper that 
all the town’s Sprouts have gone missing!” 

“Well, yes Mr Mayor that would seem to be correct. However, we are doing 
everything we can to track them down… but it really is quite baffling.” 

“Well, that’s all very well and I’m pleased to hear that you are working on it – but I 
can see there being problems as we get closer to Christmas. I really don’t want to 
have to drive over to Heartlake and see if they will sell us theirs. I’m sure that they 
would – but I really don’t want to have to help fund their latest Dog and Pony show” 

That’s it! Rocky banged his table, upsetting one of the coffee mugs on his desk 
(luckily he had already drunk the other one). 

“Thank you Mr Mayor – there’s another angle I’d like to explore!” 

“Good – and thank you for keeping the incident at Mr Macready’s shop quiet. 
Mother’s been quite embarrassed how she managed to take down two of our town’s 
finest with that bowling ball in her bag.” 

Rocky hung up the phone and smiled. He thought for a moment, and then picked up 
the phone. 

“Torch, hey how you doing? Yes, Jane’s nursing a black eye too… how’s Twiggy? I 
see – teach them to try and get past old Mrs Thomas, eh? Anyway, I have a question 
to ask…” 



Rocky went back to the depot. Gary was already there, looking despondent as he 
talked to Brian. 

“Gary? What are you doing here?” asked Rocky. 

“I thought they might have had a delivery today” he replied. “Brian tells me that they 
did, but again it all just vanished.” 

“That’s right” said Brian. “This has got me so baffled. The truck pulled up here…. 
They unloaded all the vegetables here and here… just inside the depot as you can 
see. I then thanked the driver, he drove off and I closed down the metal doors. I then 
started to move the vegetables to where they needed to be… and the Brussels 
disappeared again.” 

“I’d like to try something out” said Rocky. “You noticed that Sooty was acting a little 
unusually and something that someone said to me got me thinking. Cats – in fact 
animals in general – have a much better sense of smell than we do, so I thought I’d 
try someone who has been trained to spot unusual smells.” He turned. “Come here 
boy!” 

Deefer leaped from the back of Rocky’s trucked and barked happily. He ran straight 
into the depot. 

“No dogs!” cried Brian. “I can’t have dogs in here… they… they pee everywhere!” 

“Not this one” laughed Brian. “This one’s been properly trained to not do his business 
whilst doing his business, if you understand. Everyone, meet – or rather there goes – 
Deefer!” 

“Deefer?” asked Gary. “Sounds like a silly name.” 

“It’s a brilliant name” said Brian. “D – for – Dog, right?” He smiled “I know a cat with a 
similar name!” 

“Should we see where Deefer has gone?” asked Brian. “I’m worried he’s started to 
eat the carrots.” 

They walked inside and into the office and into a scene of carnage. 

“Have you been robbed?” asked Rocky, worriedly. 

“No” replied Brian – as he looked at the paperwork now settling on the floor, 
thankfully away from the open fire. Mugs of half-drunk coffee were on the floor – 
some broken. There, on the top of the filing cabinet was Sooty. 

“Oooh” said Brian, as he realised. “Sooty’s not seen Deefer before; he must have 
been really spooked.” 



“It wouldn’t surprise me if Deefer thought it was a game too” replied Rocky. “He’s a 
lovely dog and very good at what he does, but he is very enthusiastic with his 
willingness to play.” 

“So, where is he?” asked Gary. 

Brian and Rocky had the same thought. 

“Deefer!” 

Deefer barked twice and the three men left the office and looked across the depot 
floor. Brian pointed. 

“He’s in the spare office.” 

“Spare office? What, in case you break one?” asked Gary. 

“No, there used to be several managers on site and each would have their own 
office, some closer to the shop floor. Because we computerised we didn’t need so 
many people, so it’s become the rest room for the team to have their coffee; but we 
call it the spare office.” 

They walked across and saw Deefer, his nose pressed firmly against… 

“A chocolate bear?” 

“Yes, it will be given to local school after the parade the weekend before Christmas. 
We keep it here because we temperature control everything. It seems Deefer likes 
chocolate.” 

“Likes the smell of it, yes, but it’s not good for him at all. Come on boy, don’t 
disappoint.” 

Deefer barked. He was quite pleased that he had found a big chocolate – his owner, 
Torch was forever getting him to find the chocolate that he had lost around the 
house. But there was another smell – and not the cat. It was over there… 

Deefer turned and ran to Sooty’s water bowl and sat by it. 

Brian looked at Rocky. 

“Polite dog – asking to have a drink of water.” 

“No” replied Rocky. “He’s sat down because he can smell something unusual. We 
need to test the water that Sooty has been drinking.” 

  



Today’s advent treat: 

It’s Deefer, complete with a bowl and two bones. I love the Dalmatian spotting on 
him as it ties in with the white Christmas theme (most of the dogs in my collection 
are brown. 

The chocolate bear appears courtesy of my other advent calendar 

 

 

4. Snowman 

The results of the water came back quickly. Rocky was definitely confused, but drove 
over to Brian to let him know – at least he wouldn’t worry that someone had been 
poisoning Sooty. 
“Well the large majority is water – and we were able to identify it as mineral spring 
water – you spoil that cat sometimes” said Rocky. Brian looked at his shoes and 
smiled. 
“Well, he is supposed to be a mouser, but he really is too lovely for that, so I do treat 
him a bit.” 
“Evidently” continued Rocky “because we also found Honey Mead and Sherry in the 
water too!” 
“Hang on” said Brian, “I don’t treat him THAT well.” 
“That’s what I thought” said Rocky. “It’s a cunning plan; whoever it is has learned 
that by adding Honey Mead, which is sweet AND the sherry, it would make any 
guard pets a little sleepy – perfect for any thefts.” 
“Well it’s a plan… but hang on, we’re not talking about making guard dogs go to 
sleep are we; this is a cat!” 
“I must admit that this is confusing, but then everything about this is odd.” 
“So, everything else checks out?” 
“Yes we couldn’t find anything else unusual in the water – so apart from taking to 
drink Sooty is fine.” 
“Certainly explains why Sooty has been a little slow to wake in the morning” said 
Brian as he rubbed his chin. 

Just then, Gary appeared on cue. 
“Just ready for my morning disappointment” said Gary. 
“Then you’ve had a successful morning” replied Brian. 
“Why – have they arrived?” Asked Gary expectantly. 
“No – they were stolen again.” 
“So why am I successful?” 
“Well”, replied Brian with a smile, “You arrived to be disappointed that the Brussels 
had been stolen again – and they had been – so you were right to be expected to be 
disappointed.” 
“I think I need a drink” said Gary. 



“Try the cat’s water” replied Rocky. “Actually, I could do with a drink as well, I’ve only 
had four cups of coffee this morning and it’s not ten o’ clock yet.” 

As they sat in the office, Gary looked out of the window. 
“Nice Snowman” he said. 
“What snowman?” Replied Brian. 
“That one over there.” 
Rocky thought for a moment. 
“Brian – how many Snowmen have you made?” 
Brian looked straight at Rocky. 
“None – I leave that to the children. I used to make them, but I started to get 
frustrated when I couldn’t quite get it right and they would fall over as soon as they 
started to look like proper people.” 
Gary looked out the window. “That’s a really good one though.” 
Rocky thought for a moment. 
“I’m certain that yesterday I saw a snowman on the other side of the building. Today, 
you’ve seen one this side.” 
“Could someone be building them? Perhaps to hide something?” 

Brian smiled. 
“Oh that’s clever. Whoever it is has stolen the Brussels, hidden them in a Snowman 
– where no-one would look – and then later can come along and take them away. It’s 
a perfect crime!” 

Rocky raised his hand. 
“One small issue” he said. “You have security cameras around the building – so 
wouldn’t you see something like a sack of Brussels suddenly appearing?” 

Brian responded. 
“Perhaps, but consider this: the cameras only work in burst periods rather than as a 
continuous feed. Also I reckon you could throw the Brussels then run really quickly; if 
you knew when the camera was on you could get round it.” 

“Hmm” Rocky grumbled “That is a possibility.” 

“Either way, I think we need to go and break down a Snowman… the second best bit 
of building one!” said Gary. 

They finished their coffees and went outside. Not waiting to be polite, Gary rushed 
up to the snowman and delivered a really hard kick straight into the centre of the 
snowman. 

“Oh my snow globes!” Cried the snowman… and fell over. 



 

 

Today’s advent present: It’s the snowman! 
A useful collection of parts – with some brilliant spares in an extra carrot and two 
additional neckers (great for my Lego Scout Troop!). If I was to have any issues with 
the snowman, I would have liked the face to at least have two dots for eyes and 
perhaps more of a stick like arm thing, but that’s being really pernickety. 

 

5. Barrel and crowbar 

Gary looked at the snowman, curled up on the ground, sobbing. 
“Umm… sorry Mr Snowman?” He said. 

“Not seen that before” said Rocky, ” and I’ve seen the film.” 
Rocky held out his hand and helped the snowman to his feet. 
“My police training tells me that you might not be a snowman” he said. “Take off the 
head, please.” 

The snowman did as he was asked. Brian gasped. 

“It’s Mr Macready!” 

Something caught Gary’s eye and he walked off. He returned moments later with a 
barrel – and in it was a crowbar and an axe. Brian pointed his finger and shouted. 
“You!! You have been stealing the Brussels!” 
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Mr Macready put his hand up to get Brian to stop. 
“No, no, it’s not like that. I swear I haven’t taken any Brussels.” 

Brian was not prepared to listen to this and rushed forward. He raised his fist and 
went to punch Mr Macready. Unfortunately, Gary stepped into try and stop Brian and 
the fist hit his nose.  
“Ow!” He cried. 

Rocky’s voice came across clear and firm. He was not going to put up with this – and 
he hadn’t had his eighth cup of coffee yet. 

“Stop – or I will be forced to use my handcuffs on you. Believe me when I say this, 
you do not want me to do that because they will be cold and because I can’t 
remember where I put my keys to unlock them.” 

 

 

The three men stopped and looked at Rocky, who had a half smile on his face. 
“You lost your handcuff keys.” 
“More misplaced. I know I had them last year when I was given them, but I had a tidy 
and they’re quite small and…. that’s not the point. Mr Macready, what are you 
doing?” 

Mr Macready kicked his feet on the ground. 
“Old Mrs Thomas was telling me how the town’s Brussel Sprouts have all gone 
missing. I love my Brussels, especially at this time of year and so I thought I would 
get a few for myself; you know, quietly so that they wouldn’t be a problem.” 
“So why didn’t you just ask me?” Said Brian. 
“Old Mrs Thomas said that you were deliberately hiding them – you could then start 
to sell them at a higher price closer to Christmas, knowing that they would be in 
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demand.” 
Rocky looked at Brian. “It’s a theory.” 
Brian looked angrily back at Rocky and Mr Macready. “I don’t like to rip off my 
customers; we’ve been in business and gained too much trust to throw it all away on 
a whim like that. Secondly, I have now taken delivery of over 100 boxes of Brussel 
Sprouts, much more than I have ever ordered before in the vain hope that I will be 
able to supply the grocers. That is a HUGE pile of Brussels – and one that you would 
need a massive silo to house. Do you see one here?” 

Rocky thought. He considered the size of the property and all the information that he 
had gathered so far. 
“No, I don’t recall seeing one. I also don’t believe that you would start ordering ever 
increasing delivery sizes if you were hiding them – you would be making it harder 
each time.” 

“Thank you.” Said Brian. 

“So we’re no further forward” said Gary. “Now what.” 

“I think there are two further things we need to think about now. Old Mrs Thomas 
may have got her facts wrong, but as sure as Brussel Sprouts are green…” 
“… and delicious” added Gary. 
“And delicious” continued Rocky “she will be telling everyone in the city about this. 
Even if we do find the thief – or another way to deliver the Brussels – we will almost 
have a riot on our hands.” 
“That’s one thing” said Brian, “What’s the other?” 
“The other is that we now have another witness. Mr Macready, how long do you stay 
out here pretending to be a snowman?” 

Mr Macready answered quickly. 
“Well, as soon as I close my shop I hurry over here. I then wait from about 6pm to 
about 8:30 when I go home for tea. I then come back about 11pm where I stand 
watch until about 6am when Brian gets here. I then go home for breakfast, open my 
shop and make sure my assistants are on site, then come back for a couple more 
hours.” 
“So there’s a chance that it might happen when you are not here?” 
“It’s possible, but it’s also possible that it happens in the middle of the night. You see, 
the costume is quite warm and acts like a sleeping bag – so when I rest against the 
tree, I….” 
“… fall asleep.” Rocky saw some water droplets on the snowman’s costume. 
“Has it been raining?” Rocky asked. 
“No”, replied Brian, “it’s been quite warm.” 
Rocky leaned forward and to everyone’s surprise, licked the costume. 

“Eww!” Said Gary. 

“As I thought” said Rocky. “Mr Macready, you were helped to go to sleep. This is a 
mixture of…” 
Brian finished his sentence… “… Honey Mead and Sherry?” 
“Honey Mead and Sherry.” Concluded Rocky. 



“Hey look, it’s another bell!”said Gary, spotting something glinting by the tree. 

“And I’m guessing it’s not Sooty’s” said Rocky. 
“Well, this is interesting” said Brian. 

Today’s Advent treat: A barrel, a crowbar, an axe and two handcuffs. 
It makes sense that the policeman would have handcuffs, but I’m not sure about the 
other things, unless we will see a robber in later advent boxes. 
A few nice accessories to add to the pile – so far, I’ve been quite pleased with the 
advent presents. 
Yesterday’s snowman caused me to have to reconsider the story line – but I’m 
pleased that (so far) everything has been able to fit together in the story. 

Authors note: if you can’t quite read it, the back of Gary’s jumper has the words “Bah 

humbug!” on it  

 

6. Crook 
 

Author note 1: Before I begin folks, I have to say something. Some chocolate was 
eaten in the making of this story. It was lovely. I can’t promise that I won’t eat more, 
but I thought I’d tell you so realise the sacrifices I am making in bringing you this 
story. See if you can spot when the chocolate may have been eaten! 

“Hang on a moment” said Brian. “Mr Macready has been outside this building for 
much of the time – but crucially not when I get my deliveries. As I’ve said before – 
the Brussels disappear then, not once I’ve put them into the stock rooms.” 

“That’s correct” replied Rocky. “But I think we’ve missed an important point.” 

He pointed upwards towards the roof – and everybody looked up. Rocky continued. 

“I’m not sure why right now, but I think that the Brussels are being taken UP to the 
roof, and then later they are moved off site. Brian, you tell me that your cameras 
surround the building, but are they lit at night?” 

“No”, replied Brian, “I can’t afford the lights to be on all that time.” 

“So you’d get some pictures, but not enough detail. My theory is that we would find 
some evidence up there.” 
Gary piped up. 

“So, you’re telling us that you think this is some kind of ‘reverse Santa’ theft – where 
the thieves take the presents – or Brussels – up the chimney?!” 

“Yes – let’s have a look! Brian, can you lead the way?” 



As they started to walk round to the back of the building, where the ladder to the roof 
was located, Mr Macready pointed off into the distance. They looked over and saw a 
man with a heavily laden wheelbarrow slowly making his way to the group. They 
decided to wait until they could see who it is. 

“It’s Mayor Thomas!” said Gary. 

“Hello Rocky, Brian, Mr Macready… err, citizen!” said Mayor Thomas. “I’ve come to 
help with the missing Brussel Sprouts.” 

“How exactly?” asked Rocky. 

“The Town Council are obviously quite concerned with this whole thing. People are 
starting to drive out of town to get their Brussel Sprouts and in doing so they are 
finding new and different shops. Worse for us, they are buying their things 
elsewhere, so the missing vegetables are hurting a lot more than just dinner plates. I 
took the liberty of contacting the Heartlake Town Hall to see if they could help; they 
tell me that they are also missing whole deliveries of Brussels – but they don’t mind 
you see as it means the air is generally a lot sweeter over there and being Heartlake 
that’s a good thing. I understand that they were considering including zoning 
restrictions regarding the eating of Brussel Sprouts into the Town’s bylaws. 

“Anyway, the Town Council has decided that perhaps there needs to be a financial 
incentive, so we took some of the Town’s gold and brought it here to act as bait. The 
idea is that we tell everyone that there will be a ‘no questions asked policy’ and that 
the thieves should return the Brussels in exchange for this pile of gold.” 



 

Rocky couldn’t help but slap his forehead. 

“Um. Thanks Mr Mayor, but why didn’t you speak to me first about this? We need to 
keep this as quiet as possible – and whilst your mother isn’t helping with this it is all 
rumour at the moment. An announcement like this may affect our crime scene and 
we could miss an important clue. I guess we’re fortunate that you are telling us this 
before you make the announcement… you are telling us this BEFORE you make an 
announcement, aren’t you?” 

Even with a thick jumper, it was clear that this wasn’t the order of things. “The 
announcement was published an hour ago.” 

“Hang on a moment” said Gary. “Look at Deefer – why would he be interested in a 
big pile of money?” 

“He isn’t” replied Rocky. “It’s only…” 

“… chocolate. Gold foil wrapped chocolate” said the Mayor. “We’re not that rich; 
we’re hoping that the townsfolk won’t know what real gold looks or feels like – this is 
solid enough after all and in these temperatures it won’t melt – so it would give us 
enough time to follow up.” 

“Well, I guess I should be thankful for small mercies” replied Rocky. “Okay, let’s put it 
over there and wait.” 
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With the potential that the Brussel thief would turn up at any moment, they could not 
afford to head up to the roof to follow up on their investigations. They each took it in 
turn to stand in a hastily built hide and watch whilst the others would go onto the 
store room for a coffee (“it must be my turn to get a coffee”, “No, you’ve had fourteen 
already”, “What’s that smell?” “Sooorryyy!”, “Can I get another coffee”, “Woof”, “A 
mouse! Eek!”, “Big Girl!”, “eww! I’ve got to get some air”… it’s fair to say this wasn’t 
the quiet hide you would expect) until night fell. There was a noise. 

“Ssshhh!” they each said. 

They watched as a shadowy figure darted from tree to tree. The figure approached 
the store where they had put the gold money. Carefully, the figure peered in – then 
ran in. Almost instantly, the figure ran out again – this time pushing the wheelbarrow! 

 

Because everyone had spent so long in the hide sitting still, they found it very difficult 
to get moving, tripping over each other and when they finally got out and ran to the 
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drive way, the car was already heading up the road. With no lights on, they couldn’t 
see the license plate number. 

Dejectedly they walked into the now empty store room. “NOOOO!!” cried Rocky. 

“It’s not that bad” replied Gary, “Remember it’s only chocolate money!” 

“No” said Rocky “They’ve stolen my coffee mugs!!” 

Mr Macready was last into the room. He sniffed. 

“Gentlemen, it’s not as bad as you think. I recognise the smell. You know they say a 
Leopard never changes his spots – well this thief never changes his aftershave. This 
is the work of ‘Flash’ Harry.” 

“I think this is my job” said Rocky. “See you all later.” 

Rocky called up the police station and got Flash Harry’s address and drove over 
immediately. As the car pulled to a halt, he could see the upturned wheelbarrow 
outside. He also saw the china remnants of a broken mug – and Rocky knew that 
was one of his. He walked up to the house door, which swung open loosely on its 
hinges. Rocky could see straight in – and straight at Flash, who was just finding out 
that his gold pile was nothing but…. 

“CHOCOLATE!!!! I’VE BEEN SWINDLED!!! IT’S CHOCOLATE!!!” 

Rocky didn’t waste any more time and arrested Flash. 

“What’s the charge?” said Flash. “After all, they said it was gold – and it wasn’t – so 
who’s lied to whom?” 

“Well, I think I can arrest you for destruction of police property as a minimum.” 

“What police property?” 

“You broke one of my mugs… and I can see you’ve chipped the other. Plus, the 
announcement said that you could take the gold if you bring back the Brussels; I 
don’t see any green vegetables.” 

“I’ve got a cucumber in the fridge you can have” said Flash. “How about that?” 

“Nope, apparently it’s all about the Brussels this year. Come on, we’ve got some 
paperwork to fill out.” 



 

Author note 2: By the way, did you spot when I started eating the chocolate? That’s 
right – I started at the beginning! (If you said in the middle, or at the end, or in fact at 
any point throughout the story you’d be right too. In case you are a citizen of 
Legoland, none of the chocolate coins were recovered. It’s a mystery, that. 

Today’s advent treat: John “Flash” Harry 

I guess it should have been expected that with a policeman there would be a robber. 
It’s nice that they’ve given him a scarf for the winter – plus a couple more spare and 
an additional hat. If I was creating a Lego Scout Group, that would bring the total 
necker tally up to six. Additionally, they’ve given him two mugs – obviously the cost 
of coffee in Lego City is a real steal (I’ll stop now!) 
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7. Table 
 

“Well, I’m glad that little exercise is now over” said Rocky. 
“What happened to Flash?” Asked Brian. 
“We decided that after a night in prison – where he said he was very, very sorry for 
breaking one of my mugs and chipping the other – we let him off with a caution. 
Insufficient evidence you see.” 
“But we all saw him… the chocolate …. “ 
” That’s the thing you see; we didn’t have enough police vehicles to move the coins, 
so we asked for local help. None of the chocolate arrived at the station.” 

“Oh, you can’t trust anyone these days” said Gary. 
“True, but the sales of wine suddenly went up 400% and there seemed to be a lot of 
happy people this morning.” 

After a short pause, Brian spoke. 
“So what now? Should we look up on the roof? I would have gone, but I was scared 
to think what I might find.” 
“Yes” replied Rocky “Let’s have a look.” 

They climbed the access ladder and stepped onto the roof. There, they saw… 

“BRUSSELS SPROUTS!!!!” Cried Gary happily. 

There in front of them was a table, with five barrels loaded with sprouts. Further 
empty barrels lay on the floor, with random barrels with a few remaining sprouts 
dotted around the roof. A chain was fastened to the ground and ran up the side of 
the chimney and down inside. 

Gary rushed forward and started to gather a few sprouts. This was a happy day. 
Rocky more firm. 
“Stop Gary, this is police evidence – stolen property.” 
“Really Rocky – what, to add to the wine and chocolate party? I don’t think anyone 
would miss a few.” 
“Actually” replied Brian “It’s not actually stolen. It’s mine because I signed for it and it 
is still – technically – on my property. So, Gary, please take a few; Rocky you can 
take a few as well to see if you can work out fingerprints. As for the rest, I believe I 
need to take them to the grocers; I believe Mr Macready has started to take orders in 
advance.” 



 

 

Rocky agreed that this would be the best course of action.  
“If I put an additional security camera up here – and take away that chain, perhaps 
the thefts will all stop.” 
“Of course” said Gary, his mouth full of raw sprout (it had been a while), “We don’t 
know where the sprouts have been taken. Perhaps we still need to work that out.” 
Rocky agreed – and said that he would go back to the police station and pick up a 
few things. He asked Brian and Gary to stay and watch in case the thieves returned; 
and asked Gary not to eat any more Brussels. 

Just round the back of the chimney, a small shadowy figure watched the 
proceedings. This was not part of his plan. 

Today’s advent treat: 
It’s the bench. Actually, I quite like the design of the bench – quite a simple affair. I 
suspect (hope?) It is supposed to be a dinner table – but I thought it worked quite 
well as the type of bench you might find in a park (although not on top of a roof). So 
not strictly christmassy, but worked well for my story. 
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8. Food and drink 
 

It didn’t take long before Rocky returned and set up the security camera on the roof. 
He was pleased (although surprised that there were still a lot of Brussels left in 
place; obviously Brian and Gary did want to catch the thief. 

Back in the office, the three men waited round the office desk. 

“So what do we do now?” asked Gary. “I’ve got some lovely Brussels in my pockets.” 

“You’re going to have to wait a while” said Rocky. “We can’t alert anyone that 
anything’s changed. An increase in coming and going will only spook the thieves – 
and this is something I would like to get to the end of quickly. Do you have anything 
to eat or drink Brian… more coffee perhaps?” 

“I think I can do a little better than that. I have a couple of bottles of something I had 
put aside for the works Christmas party – and there’s a pizza back there too. It won’t 
take long and we can have a proper feast!” 
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It didn’t take long before the smell of pepperoni pizza filled the office. They opened 
the bottles and had a small drink each. Rocky then realised… 

“Deefer hasn’t eaten yet; I must go and get him and then I need to get some of his 
food.” 

Rocky whistled and Deefer came running into the room. He knew THAT smell – and 
it was a favourite. Before anyone could shout “STOP!” or “SIT!” or “NO – BAD Dog!” 
Deefer’s nose was buried in the tomato sauce on the pizza. Then, faster than 
anyone could react, his mouth clamped onto the flat base and he dragged it off the 
table and started to ravenously devour it. 

“I think Deefer may have been a little hungry” said Gary. 

“He’s not the only one now” said Brian, his tummy rumbling. “I think I have a spare – 
would you mind helping me to get another from the stock room?” 

The three men left the office – and Deefer, who was snarfing away enjoying his 
dinner. Sooty watched enviously, and then decided that he could sneak up and steal 
a little too. He managed to grab a little piece of pepperoni and nibbled away at it, 
until something caught his eye. 

A small shadowy creature plopped down from inside the chimney. He brushed 
himself down then walked over to the water bowl and emptied the contents of a small 
flask. He looked across at the table and the half-filled glasses. Between the glasses 
and him were two scary looking things, both with sharp teeth. But he had to do this, 
so carefully drew his spray gun and tiptoed forwards. 

Sooty’s eyes immediately saw the figure and tensed. He was not ready for a squirt of 
something in his eyes and having suddenly lost vision jumped back. Deefer, head in 
the pizza, saw Sooty jump before he saw the funny little thing that was squirting 
Sooty in the eye. Pizza or bark, Pizza or bark? Why were there such hard decisions? 
But then he smelled that same peculiar, unusual smell- and on queue reacted. He 
stopped and sat down. 

The shadowy figure cautiously tiptoed past the dog. He had no idea what was 
happening – he knew he was being watched, but nothing was happening. Once he 
could, he rushed up to the table and emptied another flask into the bottles and 
glasses. Then, quick as a flash he jumped from the table and over and up the 
chimney. 

Moments later Brian, Gary and Rocky returned. “So we couldn’t find another pizza” 
said Gary, “But cake, chicken legs and crisps! Yummmmmy!” 

Gary walked over to his glass and drunk it in one go. Brian did the same. “All those 
crisps make me thirsty” he said. 

Rocky picked up his glass to and drunk. Brian spoke next “Good boy” he said at 
Deefer, “Look everyone – Deefer’s being polite –he must have finished.” 



Rocky stopped as he realised. 

“Oh no!” he exclaimed. “Deefer’s sitting – he can smell something unusual.” 

“That’s nice” said Gary, “I’m feeling sleepy. We can – YAAAWWWNNN – sort it out 
later.” 

“Yeeeaawnnnn – yes” said Brian “tomor…..” he sat heavily and the noise of snoring 
came quickly. 

Rocky felt himself starting to fall asleep to; but fortunately his coffee drinking gave 
him a few more minutes of being alert – enough to switch on the camera on the roof. 

Today’s advent present: 

Two bottles, two glasses, two chicken legs, two green (cherries? Grapes?) and a 
pizza. 

Not much else to add to that really, but cheers! 

Authors note: It’s always worth making sure you’ve eaten before you write about 
food. Otherwise, you won’t hear the sound of the keyboard over your rumbling 
stomach. Sorry ‘bout that.
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9. Bench 
 

The next morning the three men woke up with very sore heads. “I believe we may 
have been drugged” said Rocky. 

“Yes”, replied Brian, “and it would seem that the Brussels thief has been and gone.” 

“Yes, but let’s see what the security camera captured”. Rocky turned on his 
computer and started to run the security feed. “The camera records everything 
wirelessly so our thief couldn’t just disconnect the wire. Additionally, I set up two 
cameras in case they broke one.” 

They watched the feed as a barrel wobbled and moved across the screen. “He’s 
hiding behind the barrel” said Gary. “He knew where the cameras were put – could 
we look at the second feed?” 

But before Rocky could start the second camera, they all witnessed something very, 
very peculiar. The barrel stopped wobbling, and then a small man in a green hat 
appeared and stood in direct line of sight. He waved, pointed at the camera, waved 
again, and then continued to move the barrels of Brussels. 

“Well, he’s confident” said Brian. 

 

They then watched as the small man moved quickly and easily, carrying barrels that 
must have been at least twice his weight as if they were nothing more than balloons. 
In just a few moments, all the barrels had been moved out of camera view. The 
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camera then shook a little and all was still. No-one moved for the longest while, until 
a knock at the door brought them to their senses. 

Brian went to the door and came back with a stiff piece of paper, rolled into a scroll 
with red sealing wax to hold it shut. He handed it to Rocky and Brian and Gary sat on 
the bench whilst Rocky broke the seal and unrolled the paper. The lettering was 
careful, swirly and very, very pretty. The message was not. 

“LEAVE WELL ALONE THAT WHICH DOTH NOT CONCERNE YEA.” 

“Wow” said Gary. “Old English threats! Well, that’s a new one!” 

“Yes” replied Rocky “but that just makes me more curious to get to the bottom of it.” 

Nurgle watched as the old man walked away from the door, having left the message. 
He was sure that it didn’t need such a heavy handed approach, but what could he 
do? He had his instructions, he knew what he had to do – this just made things a 
little more challenging. Nurgle tried to look optimistically at this – three more moons 
and he would be able to appeal and hopefully be released from Mr Macready’s 
employ and readmitted into The Clan of Gatherers. 

I guess I ought to explain the Clan and Nurgle. You see, the Toy Elves need to know 
what they have to make for the Christmas presents – you ask for a bicycle and a Toy 
Elf builds it for you. He (or she) then passes it to the Packing Elves who make sure 
that it fits on Santa’s sleigh and doesn’t fall off mid-flight (like when Cassandra 
Bluton asked for a doll – and received it… once Santa had managed to get it out of a 
particularly prickly cactus; everyone was surprised when a doll looking like a 
human/hedgehog cross was unwrapped). But you know all that – you’ve seen 
Santa’s workshop. Well, so that the Toy Elves know what to build, they get 
Gatherers (from the Clan of Gatherers) to get that information. Theirs is an important 
job – you know when you asked for the SuperMegaXTendo and you got a box of 
crayons? That was the fault of a junior Gatherer getting their lists wrong – and there 
is a lot of trouble when that happens. Gatherers are also very wary of cats and dogs. 
Too many gatherers are injured because a pet wants to play – or thinks that the 
Gatherer is prey. Either way, their special spray is an invaluable part of their 
armoury. The other thing you might not know is that a Gatherer is very clever. You 
don’t quite know what to ask for, so you say you want a fluffy horsey with a pointy 
head? The Gatherer will know you mean “Unicorn” and will know which one you 
want too. But people ask for a lot of unusual things – so security cameras and how 
they work is not a mystery (although gatherers and elves can only see good in 
people, so Nurgle was just being friendly). 

So then, Nurgle. Well, Nurgle was a very old Gatherer. But he had started to fall in 
love with a Toy Elf named Wince – and rather than see her work her fingers to the 
bone for Cassandra Bluton’s latest demands he CHANGED HER LIST. 
Unfortunately, because Nurgle was an old Gatherer the Clan Elders had no option 
but to banish him from the Clan and to put Wince on the Naughty list; but an old man 
appeared and begged for an alternative arrangement that would last for thirteen 
moons, which they (and Nurgle) agreed to. Nurgle also managed to arrange that 
Wince’s name was quickly returned to the Nice list. 



So Nurgle No longer worked for Santa – he worked for Mr Macready. 

Today’s advent treat – the bench. 

 

Well, it wasn’t a surprise, given the bench the other day – so that works quite well. 
It’s not a big build, or one that was particularly memorable, but was probably the 
easiest to fit into the story! 
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10. Fire fighter 
 

“So what do we do now?” Asked Gary, almost expecting Rocky to be able to come 
up with a plan as if small, masked men waving confidently at security cameras whilst 
stealing Brussels was an everyday occurence. 
Rocky pondered for a moment, then spoke carefully. 
“I think it’s bizarre and I believe you both think so to – so we have to stay quiet about 
this note. No matter how pretty the words are, this is still police business and I want 
to see the end of it.” 
Rocky, Gary and Brian sat on the bench and started to plan what they would do next. 
Well, I say plan, but to most people it would seem like they were either just talking for 
the sake of it, or going round in circles. This was not planning – and Brian was the 
first to speak up. 
“This is hopeless. I now know who is stealing my Brussels and how they are stealing 
them. That’s all I’m worried about. So I can at least stop them from doing that.” 
“Or rather, try” replied Rocky. “Remember that you have the fire lit BEFORE the thief 
steals your Brussels – and yet they go up the chimney. So the only thing you could 
really do here is block up your chimney.” 
“But it’ll get cold in here” said Brian, sadly. “No, that wouldn’t work. Besides, this old 
building has many fireplaces and I know not all have been properly blocked up – 
they might not be used as fireplaces, but we’ve used them as heat exhausts for the 
cooling units.” 

A polite knock on the door stopped their conversations. 
“More threats?” Suggested Gary. 

Brian went to the door. It was Twiggy. With a sausage. 

Rocky looked at Twiggy. “Nice to see you – but we’ve already eaten and that’s really 
not enough to go round.” 

Twiggy laughed. “It’s not for you; it’s for…. HELLO DEEFER!!!” 
Deefer could smell his favourite sausages from the other side of the building – the 
distant sounds of crashing crates told everyone where he had been last. He barked, 
his tail wagged happily (Gary was sure that it had to hurt Deefer as much as it was 
sure to leave a bruise on his leg as it wap-wap-wapped against his leg). The 
sausage was gone in moments. 

“I thought I’d pop by and find out how Deefer is doing in your hunt for the Sprightly 
Sprout Thief” she said. “Torch has been missing Deefer so I said I’d see if you had 
finished needing his services.” 
“Yes” said Rocky. “I think we can let Deefer go now – I’m sure that Torch is missing 
some more chocolate.” 
Twiggy saw a small white bundle try to sneak past – but not quickly enough and he 
was swept up by Twiggy. “And who might you be?” She said. 
Sooty wanted to growl and hiss – who was this strange person? But she had a nice 
smell and Sooty sensed that she was a happy person – and although he tried to fight 
the feelings, the purrs came thick and fast. 



Brian smiled. “That is Sooty. He’s a mouser”  
Twiggy smiled, looked at Sooty and tickled his tummy. “Really – you’re a rufty tufty 
mouser. Sure.” 
Sooty tried to be tough – but that tummy rub was so nice that all he could do was 
purr even more loudly, his paws curling up and he closed his eyes contentedly. 
Mousing could wait for later. 

 

On the other side of the city, deep in the wood, Nurgle sat with his back to a tree. 
This was bad. So bad. So very, very bad. What would Mr Macready say – he had 
failed to gather the green things and it would seem that the stocks were now more 
difficult to get hold of – when the last delivery came, one of the men stood guard with 
a mask on whilst the others moved the brussels. He’d managed to use another 
chimney, but really couldn’t get anywhere near what he had needed for his quota. He 
decided that there was nothing he could do – except tell Mr Macready. 

In his shop, Mr Macready was wondering what he could do. He so desperately 
needed Brussels Sprouts – and he knew that he couldn’t just start ordering ever 
larger amounts or it would draw suspicions his way. It wasn’t Nurgle’s fault, but 
somehow he needed to do something. He needed help – he had to contact the Clan. 
He put on his coat and hat and prepared to leave. As he opened the door, Nurgle 
stood on the other side, about to knock – as the door opened, Nurgle fell inside. 
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“Nurgle sorry. Nurgle didn’t want trouble… Nurgle wants to be good, back on the 
Nice list. Nurgle…” Nurgle’s eyes streamed with tears. They glinted and sparkled 
with the glitter that was within them. Mr Macready just looked at Nurgle. He had an 
important job to do, and he could not allow his softer side to show. Yet he did feel 
sorry for Nurgle. 

“Nurgle, stop crying and blow your nose.” He handed Nurgle a cloth handkerchief 
and Nurgle blew. 

You know when you’ve got a particularly runny nose, and you pick up a paper hanky 
and give a really good blow? You know that noise that you make like a hundred 
bugles all blowing raspberries at the same time? You know when the paper gets all 
shredded because of all the goo that comes out and the force from a hundred 
bugling raspberry blowers? You know when you’re hands are all sticky? Got that 
noisy, gooey, ickey mess in your mind now? Well, imagine you’re watching someone 
going through that – and you’ve got a small inkling into what Mr Macready was 
looking at. When Nurgle finished, he handed the shredded, wet, icky cloth 
handkerchief back to Mr Macready and wiped his sticky hands down his trousers (I 
know you do that, too). Mr Macready held the wet sodden thing between the tips of 
his fingers and dropped it into the bin, where it splashed down like a wet face cloth. It 
sparkled too – who knew that Elves had glitter in their sneezes?! 

Mr Macready knelt down and looked straight at Nurgle. 

“I need to speak to the Elders of the Clan for more help. I have no more use for you 
so I will release you early and will tell the Clan so. However, you must do one more 
thing – you must speak to the policeman and tell him you need his help. But you 
must not tell him why.” 

Nurgle nodded. He was happy as he would be released early – but this was going to 
be a tough final task. Gatherers are not supposed to be seen by List-Keepers and 
Rocky, being an adult, was a List-Keeper. But then suddenly, Nurgle had a plan – he 
had a Christmas wish. Would that work? 



 

Today’s advent treat: 
It’s a reappearance of Twiggy, the lady fire fighter that was in my story last year! She 
comes with two yellow fire extinguishers, three sausages and some robot hands – 
which, according to the picture in the advent calendar, are tongs for handling the hot 
sausages. 

Or it could be that they aren’t fire extinguishers (after all, when have they been 
yellow? If I recall correctly it’s red for water, black for CO2, white/cream for foam and 
green for Halon… but then it has been a while since I got my Scout Firefighter 
badge) but instead they are two giant mustard squirters… I’m hungry now… 
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11. Barbecue 
 

The next morning, Brian was walking from his car towards the entrance to his depot, 
when a small man, with a cape and a mask across his face stepped from the side of 
the building. 

“You!” Cried Brian. “You’re the Brussels Sprout thief! Stand still!” 

The little masked man did not stand still. In fact, he did something that Brian was not 
expecting. He smiled and sat down. 

“Nurgle here to say sorry.” 

But Brian didn’t hear that – he was too busy trying to call Rocky. Being a Gatherer, 
Nurgle knew all about modern technology and much as he knew that people would 
buy things like the buttony thing that was in Brian’s hands for people like Brian, he 
also knew that in the hands of people like Brian whatever happened was going to be 
quite funny to watch. And it was. Brian held the phone at arms reach, then up close. 
He then stabbed at a couple of buttons, said a few naughty words, then stopped, 
looked at the phone again, then slowly stabbed at each button, making sure that it 
was pressed right to the back of the phone. But as he heard the dialling tone, 
something in the back of Brian’s mind told him that the police station was VERY FAR 
AWAY and so he would need to make sure that he was heard. 

“HELLO! IS THAT THe… oh, sorry… is that the police station? Is Rocky there? I’ve 
got the criminal on the camera here. No – he’s just sitting here. Thank you” 

Nurgle was grinning from ear to ear – there was something magically funny watching 
an older List-Keeper use one of those buttony things. 

“Nurgle… please… tea?” 

Brian was confused. There was something – well, honest – about the criminal and he 
almost started to invite him in, but he stopped himself. No, he had stolen many, 
many deliveries of Brussels… he had to earn his tea. 

“No. When policeman arrives.” 

“Nurgle… thank you.” Said Nurgle. 

Rocky was there quickly. He wasn’t sure what to do, so he put the handcuffs on 
Nurgle straight away (he would worry about how he would take them off later). 
Nurgle looked at them, just took them off and handed them back. Well, he almost 
handed them back, sort of. What he actually did was put one on Rocky’s wrist and 
started to put the other on, before Rocky realised and snatched his hand away. 

“Nurgle… please… tea”. 



“I did say I’d make one when you got here” said Brian. “I’ll make you a coffee too.” 
“Thank you Brian” said Rocky. “Right, you, first, hand over your sleeping potion.” 

Without any hesitation Nurgle produced the sleeping draft. 
“Nurgle.. help.” 

Rocky wanted to speak to Nurgle eye to eye and didn’t want to have to kneel down. 
So he brought out a barrel and Nurgle hopped up onto it. 

“You’re name is Nurgle? Is that right?” Asked Rocky. Nurgle nodded. 
“So, why the get up? I’ve seen criminals in the past, but none are dressed as 
strangely as you. What are you supposed to be, a Santa’s elf?” 
Nurgle looked at the hem of his coat, his green tunic and hat. There was nothing 
strange about Gatherer’s uniform… but this man was a List-Keeper so he would 
have never seen a Gatherer and the only elves he might have possibly be seen 
would be the older Children and that awful attempt by the List-Keepers to pretend to 
me Mr Santa Claus himself. He couldn’t tell anyone what he was, or what he had 
been – and yet he had to tell the truth. A lie now would be a permanent mark in the 
Naughty List. What to say…. 

“So, you’re quiet. And you’re speedy. And you are exceptionally strong for such a 
small man. So why just hand yourself in?” 

“Nurgle… sorry.” 

“Look Nurgle, I know that you are not the mastermind – you’re working for someone 
else. We know that you won’t steal any more Brussels – will you?”. Nurgle shook his 
head. “So we need to find out why they were being stolen. And you’re going to help, 
aren’t you?” 

At that moment, Brian walked back in with a tray of teas and coffees. 
“Gary’s here as well” said Brian. “He really can’t have anything better to do with his 
time. Anyway, with Twiggy’s visit yesterday, he decided that we could all do with 
some yummy spicy sausages, so he’s brought his barbeque over and a heap of 
burgers and sausages and is cooking them up for us and the lads as a christmas 
breakfast brunch treat.” 
As he spoke, he handed Nurgle his tea. 

“I wasn’t sure how you take it, so I put some sugar in it.” 

Now, there’s something you should know about Gatherer’s tea as it’s not like our tea. 
It’s made from the petals of the snowdrops as they first come into flower, a very 
delicate and light tea. But to a Gatherer, Snowdrop tea is stronger than the strongest 
tea we have ever made. But to us, Snowdrop tea tastes like … well, just warm water. 
So you can imagine what happened when Nurgle drank Brian’s normal tea with 
caffeine and sugar in it. That’s right – Nurgle told them everything. He explained why 
he had been thrown out of the Clan, who he was working for, what they were doing 
with the Brussels, what would happen if they stopped… he also told them what they 
were getting for Christmas. In short, he told them EVERYTHING. Left nothing out. 
Everything in the open. The whole Christmas plot explained. No hidden bits, no white 



lies, just straight truths. He named names, places, exchanges, drops, pickups, put 
downs, trips, falls, Naughty Lists; you name it, he told it. He even told them how to 
get into Area 51 and what they’d find there. 

And Brian and Rocky just stood and listened with their mouths open. 

You see, you know when you have too much fizzy cola and you head off like a 
whirling tornado and you can’t stop talking? Well, that would be Nurgle – but for 
Nurgle he spoke a thousand, million, gazzillion, quadraphrillion times faster than that. 
What Brian and Rocky saw and heard was small thing that disappeared into a blur of 
movement with tea splashing just about everywhere and a noise that was nothing 
less than “vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv gasp vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv 
gasp vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvgasp 
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv gasp 
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv gasp 
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv pant pant pant.” 

 

 

Then the caffeine and sugar left Nurgle’s blood stream and he slumped. Then fell off 
the barrel. What he said next was easy to understand. 
“ZZZZZZZZ” he said. Rocky looked at Nurgle, fast asleep, then at Brian. 
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“Did you catch any of that?” He said. 

Today’s advent treat: 
It’s a barbeque to cook the sausages on! 
Now here’s the admission. You know that I included it in the story, so I met my brief 
for today; but I have no idea what it’s supposed to look like. You see, I brought the 
advent treats wrapped up (I got my wife Sue to package them up so I wouldn’t know 
what they were) and I could work out from the shape and the pieces what it was 
supposed to be (and I remembered an image on the box too) but I don’t know what 
bits are for the model and which are spare. But luckily, I have a few extra pieces… 
so I made THIS: 
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12. Tree 
 

As Brian and Rocky looked at the sleeping figure of Nurgle, Rocky realised that he 
would need to get help to decipher whatever it was that Nurgle had just said. He was 
pretty sure that it was a) important b) time critical c)totally not understandable in 
whatever language he had just spoken in (Rocky would ot have realised that if he 
was able to listen at the speed that Nurgle spoke, he would have understood every 
word). So with no time to waste, he picked up the sleeping figure and drove him back 
to the police station. 

Once in the station, Rocky carefully put Nurgle in one of the cells and shut the door, 
which closed with a satisfying CLANG-clunk. Being an old police station, the cells 
were designed as open cages with floor to ceiling bars (you know the type, the ones 
that in the old cowboy films the villians rattle their metal mugs against). They were 
not designed for elves. Rocky sat at the computer, and started to type up what he 
knew was going to be ridiculed by everyone – and almost certainly result in the 
Captain getting Rocky to sit a drug test. He started anyway.  
“First name… N U R G E L” he typed (yes, he typed slowly). “Surname…..” 
Nurgel appeared just behind Rocky. 

 

“Nurgle spell Nurgle not Nurjel” he said. 
Rocky was not ready for a small voice behind him, and jumped. Luckily he wasn’t 
holding a mug of coffee – that was by the side of the computer. However, he did still 
have one half of the handcuffs attached – and they flung round and whipped the mug 
clean off the table and onto the floor. 
“Nurgle help fill in form. You clear up spill.” 
Rocky stood dumbfounded. No-one had escaped from the cells before! He looked 
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across and the door was still shut. How did he get through… ah, perhaps the lock 
hadn’t properly closed. He picked up Nurgle, opened the cell door and dumped 
Nurgle in the cell. He slammed the door shut. CLANG-clunk it went. Just to make 
sure, Rocky then tested that the door was locked. He turned round to start walking 
back to the computer and the coffee spill. There was a blur, then a smiling Nurgle sat 
on the chair – his fingers whizzing over the keyboard filling in all the information he 
could… except what he had said at the depot. He stopped.  
“Oh no” said Rocky. “You need to tell me everything. Again. Much more slowly.” 
Nurgle sat and thought. He had told them once. He could not have it all written down 
– that was against The Rules and he would not have that on his card. So, he did 
what every cornered Gatherer would do. He stood, smiled, then just disappeared. 

It’s a neat trick, just disappearing – but of course, he couldn’t just disappear and re-
appear like magic. No, his disappearing was far more normal. You see, as he smiled, 
Officer Macy was bringing in Flash Harry on the charges of stealing Old Mrs 
Thomas’ shopping (or so she claimed), public damages, stepping on the cracks in 
the pavement and anything else they could possibly consider. The door opened wide 
– and Nurgle sprinted out. By the time Rocky had worked out what had just 
happened, Nurgle was away. 

In a dark corner of the woods, Mr Macready left the Clan’s Lodge. He had spoken 
with the elders and arranged for Nurgle to be released as he had promised. They 
had agreed to reinstate him as a Gatherer as soon as the next moon had passed. 

Back at the Depot, normality had almost returned. Brian had decided that it was now 
time to bring the Christmas tree into the depot and decorate it. Have you ever 
decorated a tree with baubles when you have an inquisitive cat? Well, Brian had – 
but he had forgotten how inquisitive Sooty was. He immediately scampered up the 
tree, meowing when he got stuck at the top (“you can be the fairy at the top” thought 
Brian as he helped Sooty back down) and for every three baubles that went up, 
Sooty would knock one off – and for every four that Sooty knocked down, one would 
break. By the time the tree was decorated, the floor was a sparkly mess of broken 
baubles. 



 

Brian stepped back to admire his handiwork. 

“Brethren Brian” said a mysterious voice “The Lodge has a favour to ask of you.” 

Today’s advent treat: 
If you didn’t realise – it’s the tree. It’s quite a nice tree really, possibly a little stubby, 
but post christmas those green slope pieces will no doubt be of use for outdoor 
builds. 

Additionally, I mentioned to Sue about my Barbecue dilemma and how I ended up 
creating my own version. “Why didn’t you look on the internet?” She said. D’oh! So I 
did, and this is how it should have looked… 
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13. Spaceman 
 

In hindsight, Brian realised that nothing should really surprise him anymore, 
especially this Christmas. He’d moved from the big city to this more quiet town to get 
away from all the weird and wacky things that were taken for granted – and if he still 
wanted to experience all that he just had to drive over to Heartlake. But this wasn’t 
hindsight, it was right now, and it surprised Brian. To be fair, it wasn’t just a strange 
person talking in a peculiar way, it was what Brian saw when he turned round. 

A spaceman. 

Now, you don’t often see a fully dressed spaceman standing in a grocery depot and 
Brian did what (I think) any normal person would do – that is, throw your hands in the 
air, wave your hands, shout “aaaaarrrrggghhhhh!” and step back. And that is exactly 
what Brian did (after all, he is a normal person). Now, before you act out what just 
happened, check behind you first, otherwise you’ll do what Brian did – step back into 
the Christmas tree and KNOCK IT OVER (I guess I should have written that bit 
before – please apologise to any trees or baubles that you just knocked over too). 
Well, Sooty was still playing around the tree – just trying to get that shiny ball off the 
tree – when Brian knocked it over. Sooty, like any clever cat, dashed off into the 
other room, counted to five, then carefully walked back into the room as if to say 
“Hey, what you doing? Oh, has that fallen over? It wasn’t me, I was in the other 
room!” 
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“Brethren Brian; the Lodge has a favour to ask of you” the spaceman repeated. 

“Lodge, what Lodge?” asked Brian. “I know nothing about a Lodge. “Has the 
Tiddlywinks Club changed its name – it’s about time as it’s a very silly one for a 
Chess Club.” 

“Look, you don’t talk about… oh no, wait, you can talk about that one. Umm, look, it’s 
all very embarrassing as I don’t do to well at the cloak and dagger type stuff. It’s all a 
little too melodramatic for me.” 

“So why don’t you just tell me what you want and we’ll start from there.” 

“Well, I’ve been charged with asking you if you can continue to allow some of your 
Brussels to be ‘donated’”. 

Brian laughed – this was brazen. 

“So, how about I sell you the Brussels? My supplier has already settled for all the 
Brussels that were stolen before, so any more ‘lost’ will have to come out of my 
pocket and if you’re looking for me to ‘lose’ the same amount again you are very 
much mistaken.” 

“Could you do a discount for bulk purchase?” asked the spaceman. 
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“I’ll consider this amount” said Brian handing over a slip of paper. “Go and tell your 
‘Lodge’ and let me know what they think.” 

Brian turned and picked up the tree. The spaceman walked outside. When he was 
just clear of the factory, he flopped onto his back and unzipped the suit. Two 
gatherers climbed out. 

“Well, he won’t be pleased.” 

“I don’t suppose he will, but what can we do? If we steal from him now, it could put 
us all on the Naughty list. All we can do is see what he wants to do next.” 

“Makes sense. Next time though, I’m standing on YOUR shoulders.” 

Today’s Advent Treat: 

Yes, it’s the spaceman – and I now have “A spaceman came travelling” by Chris De 
Burgh bouncing round my head. To try and make it more magical and Christmassy 
he does come with three lime green wands, but it’s still a most peculiar item within 
the Lego City advent calendar. I don’t think it’s a particularly special limited 
Christmas edition print either. I would have said that the barbecue was peculiar, but 
then I remembered that in half the world this is now the summer season, so that sort 
of makes sense. 
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So perhaps it’s the RAC / AA / Triple A emergency breakdown guy that Santa calls 
when the sleigh breaks down mid route (I reckon that must be it – after all, the sleigh 
must be really old by now with quite a few miles on the clock). 

 

14. Presents 

Once Nurgle was back in the depth of the wood, he stopped and gathered himself. 
He was told to tell the List Keeper they call “Rocky” everything, but they wanted him 
to tell them again – and that wasn’t right. But had he told them everything? Had he 
been Good, or was he still Bad? Nurgle was very, very confused – and felt very 
alone in the woods. With all the excitement he realised that he had not stopped to 
think about Wince at all – he hoped she was ok. He decided that what he needed 
was a cup of tea – not whatever that was they gave him, but proper Snowdrop tea. 
He gathered a few leaves and carefully made a small fire. He gathered the petals 
and the water and stood his flask in the fire – just enough to warm the water and 
allow the tea to brew, but not to boil. 
“Burnt snowdrop tea tastes like the milk from a dung beetle” he said with a smile, as 
he remembered back to his Gatherer mentor teaching a very, very young Nurgle. 
“You could drink it, but frankly life’s too short for all that.” He sipped his tea – it wasnt 
quite ready, but better that than burnt. As he allowed the drink to refresh him, he 
heard a noise. 

“Oh you steaming pile of reindeer’s …! A curse on the evergreen tree on your front 
porch!” 

He recognised the noise, even if he didn’t think the person he thought it was would 
say things like that. Carefully, quietly, he moved so he could look through the bushes 
at where the noise was coming from. It was! It really was! It was HIM!!!! 

Ahead in the clearing stood a largish man (well, large for a Gatherer anyway), very 
stout and clearly not very young. He was straining to get what looked suspicously 
like a Blue and White box with wrapping paper from a tree, but a white beard kept 
getting tangled in the brambles.  

“Ho Ho Ho on this!” The large man cursed. “Candros will be on the naughty list for 
sure. Call himself a packing elf? I’ll pack my toes right up his….eh? Huh, What! Oh! 
OH! Oh, hello Nurgle!” 
From his cheeks being flushed with annoyance his whole appearance broke into a 
smile, his eyes sparkled with happiness at seeing one of his Gathering Elves once 
more. Nurgle, with no words needed, scampered up the tree with amazing speed 
and got the box back, upon which he handed it to Santa. 

“Test run” Santa explained. “With everything that’s going on, we need to make sure 
that the presents won’t fall out – like, err, this one.” 
Santa looked at the box. 



“Oh, it’s a nature bug spotters kit for Harry Young – well, if there are any bugs in 
there now he’ll be very happy!” 

Santa put the box back onto his sleigh. He reached in and drew out an envelope. 

 

“Your christmas wish. You can open it now if you like – if it’s not quite right you can 
talk to me rather than deal with Customer Services.” 
Nurgle looked at the envelope. He could not believe it – he was meeting the boss 
once more and HE was handing HIM his Christmas wish. Nurgle felt his eyes start to 
water and a couple of tears landed on the envelope – the glitter sparkling on the 
thick paper. 
He opened the envelope and read the words. He read the words several times and 
the glitter tears ran from his eyes. He smiled, then did what anyone would do when 
they were overcome with happiness. He dropped the paper, ran over and hugged 
Santa. Santa smiled and laughed. It was good to be Santa. 

No-one had to worry about the letter – because Nurgle had read the magic words 
three times they were now in his head, so there was no need for the paper to hold 
onto them and they started to fade away; the paper too had just started to disappear 
as well. But you want to know what they said, don’t you – so I’ll tell you. They said…. 

“Welcome back to Santa’s House, Nurgle the Senior Gatherer.” 

“Come along Nurgle” said Santa, “we have urgent work to do. There are only a few 
days left – and I know a toy elf who misses you also.” 

Today’s Advent present: 
Two presents to go under the tree! I quite like how these presents are constructed, 
it’s a very simple, neat build. Interestingly there weren’t many spare pieces today 
either. 
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15. Engine 
 

Over in a secret location, a few floors beneath the surface of the town, two figures 
worked on a mysterious device. One wore a scientists white coat and handed a 
glass jar of liquid to the other, who was wearing a fireproof suit and a crash helmet. 
He poured the contents of the jar into the device that was on a metal table. The 
scientist then handed a second jar. This second jar looked far more sciency and in it 
was a green liquid. He hands were shaking. 

“Careful” said the man in the crash hat “that stuff is concentrate and about a 
thousand times stronger now. If we drop it, we’d never get out unaffected. Get ready, 
I’m adding it now.” 

With extreme care, he poured the second liquid in with the first and quickly sealed 
the device shut.  

“We can breathe again!” He said. 
“Yes, but does it work Buster?” The Scientist asked. “It’s all getting a bit close for me 
– we can’t afford to miss the deadline, and we’re starting to run out of hours. I can’t 
work without sleep and I’m only getting a few hours a night now. I’m worried that I’ll 
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make a mistake in my calculations and…” 
“… You’ll be fine, Tracey. You’re job is to make the fuel – which you have done; now 
you’re looking to see if you can improve on it. If you can, great, if you can’t – well, 
what you have created is much, much better than what we had before. And the Fuel 
guys are now doing their thing, so we’ll have a stockpile of what we need come the 
big day. My job is to improve on this. My challenge is that I don’t know if it works, or 
how well it would continue to work. I think it’s time to test it.” 

“Then I’ll step outside – last time we test fired it the exhaust smell made me feel 
quite unwell.” 

 

Buster smiled. “At least turn on the extractor.” 
Tracey hit the button, and the extractor fan started up. Buster lowered his visor and 
pressed the button on the device. 

Chu-dun. Chu-dun dun dun. Chu-dun dun ddduuunn ddrrrun drunndruns… 
BFFFFFFFFFFWWWWWWWWWWWWWOOOOOAAAAARRRRR!!!!! 
The sounds of a rocket were clear and distinct and the green cone of flames out the 
rear made the whole device strain at the bolts that were in place. Buster tweaked the 
throttle and the roar of the engine said everything… this was loud, this powerful – 
this was a rocket like no other. He then pressed the green button in the centre – the 
flames continued to roar, the device strained at the bolts – but there was no noise. 
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Silence. Buster thought that he had gone deaf. He raised his visor, walked over to 
the small metal table, picked up a pin – and with the device blowing the green flames 
and straining behind him – he dropped the pin. 

Pling! He could still hear a pin drop! He picked up the pin and dropped it into the 
flame. There was a short pause, then 
Pling! The pin had been blown back by the force, but it was still unmelted – this was 
now a powerful jet flame – but which didn’t burn anything! 

He walked back and flicked the kill switch. As the motor cooled down, it then made 
it’s usual noise. You know, that noise – the one YOU make when you’ve had too 
many pickled onions, baked beans… brussels sprouts? 

Buster couldn’t help but smile. Here he had just built THE MOST IMPRESSIVE 
rocket EVER – and it made THAT sound when it was switched off. Just SO cool! 

Tracey came back in. “Does it still make that noise when you turn it off?” She asked. 
Buster nodded. “Why don’t you fix it?” She asked. Buster smiled. “Boys.” She said. 

“I want to try it” said Buster. “I want to take it outside and try it.” 
“No!” Said Tracey. “It’s top secret – we can’t reveal it!” 
“We’ll be fine” said Buster “Besides – if I take it out I’ll be very careful and make sure 
I’m not being spotted. We can get it back and then we’ll know how much fuel it 
ACTUALLY uses, rather than what we think it’s going to use through these short 
tests… ppppppplllllleeeeaaaasssseee? With a Cherry?” 
“You’ll owe me a box of ice cream” replied Tracey. 

Quickly, Buster unbolted the engine. He was able to lift it easily – the technology was 
such that it was very small and very light – perfect for…. 

“I’m going to strap it to my skateboard.” 
“Did you say ‘strap it to your skateboard’?” 
“Yes, if I strap to the skateboard, I can point it at the ramp over there and it will 
launch me – I can then get height and really test it!” 

Without any further consultation, Buster grabbed some string and wrapped it round 
the engine and his skateboard. He flicked the switch and the engine started. 

Now, I guess there are a few things that you might need to ask someone about. One 
of them is this: what happens when you switch a car on when it’s already in gear and 
your foot is on the accelerator? In case there isn’t anyone around, I’ll tell you – the 
car starts to move forward quickly. So before you start a car you make sure that it’s 
not in gear. Something else you might need to ask someone else about is: what 
happens when you hit a ramp at the wrong speed? The answer is that you don’t get 
the height and distance you had hoped for. Now Buster had built the engine, but 
hadn’t created the clutch, so the engine immediately started to move forwards. 
Because it started to move forwards, it wasn’t at the right speed when it hit the ramp 
– so rather than go UP it went ALONG a little higher than before it hit the ramp. Oh, 
and there’s one more thing; Buster was very good at building rockets, but he was 
rubbish at tying knots and as soon as the skateboard hit the ramp the strings all 



untied and it fell away. On the plus side, if the wheels could talk they would have 
thanked Buster’s rubbish knot tying as they were about to melt anyway. 

Buster, lying on the engine, didn’t know that he didn’t have a skateboard beneath 
him anymore. He did know that he wasn’t at a few hundred feet above sea level, but 
just a few feet. He also knew that he was heading straight towards the town and that 
the rockets were propelling him ever faster. As everything started to become just a 
little more blurry, he saw Old Mrs Thomas ahead, hanging out her red bedsheets. No 
chance of stopping turning going up, down or anything – he just shot through, the 
speed causing his head to partly rip through the sheet and tearing it off the line. With 
arms outstretched, and red blanket flapping behind him, he was immediately upon 
the town. Luckily he managed to line up with the main street – a long straight road 
that went through the centre of the town. 

WOOOSHHHH!!!!! 

Rocky was just coming back from the mug store with new mugs to replace the ones 
that had got broken. He stepped onto the crossing when… 

WOOOSHHHHH!!!!! 

Rocky fell backwards, dropping his bag of mugs. He heard them break as they 
landed on the ground. 
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“Was that a bird?” Asked one onlooker. 
“Was that a plane??” Asked another. 
Rocky looked at his broken mugs. 

“No,” he replied “It’s just another typical day in this town and more paperwork for me. 
And I need to buy some more mugs.” 

Buster shot through the town in moments. He could see the trees and the woods and 
decided that he needed to switch off the engine. The engine stopped and (and this 
would have suprised just about anyone who saw it) so did the forward movement. 
The whole thing came to a complete stop. And landed on the ground. Buster of 
course, wasn’t ready for a complete dead stop like that and shot forward – straight 
into the hay bales. 

“Could have been worse” he thought and picked himself up and walked back to the 
engine. Apart from a few scratches everything was fine. He called up Tracey to come 
and pick him up. If this was needed, he thought, we were ready. 

Today’s advent treat: 
It’s Buster the racing mechanic and … whatever that is that came with him. I think it’s 
an engine, but all the extras seem a little extreme, so I created whatever that was 
that Buster rode through the town! 
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16. Tyres and fuel container 
 

Gary always enjoyed these breakfasts. Tracey travelled all round the world working 
for the Octan Racing Company and he was pleased that for this year they had 
moved their operation closer to home. They ate breakfast as they always did on 
these occasions – as they first did when they got married and didn’t have much 
money – at the local diner, sharing a freshly made fruit pie. It was at one of these 
breakfasts that Tracey had told Gary about her new job, creating better and more 
efficient fuel, so the cars wouldn’t need to refuel as they raced. They money was 
incredible – it meant that they could buy the house outright and Gary could just focus 
on story telling for the children which he enjoyed without having to worry about fitting 
it in around working. But it came at a price – Tracey would be away from home more 
often than not. But, Gary had said optimistically, it meant he could also spend time 
looking after their parents as well. 

 

They shared new stories and finished off the older ones that they had told each other 
over their phone calls. 

“And then the left wheel blew out completely! Buster had to finish the last lap leaning 
out of the car to keep that side off the track as much as possible!” 

“And then this small Elf appeared and took all the Brussels!” 
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Tracey stopped and looked at Gary. 

“Sorry – did you just say ‘and this small Elf appeared and took all the Brussels’?” 

“Yes! It was really odd – there were no Brussels sprouts anywhere for weeks until we 
caught him!” 

“That’s really, really peculiar! Gary, you haven’t been eating cheese late at night 
again?” 

Gary laughed – it did sound really made up! 

Tracey looked at her watch. Much as she loved spending time at home with Gary, 
she wasn’t on leave, just working over at this side of the country and she needed to 
be at work. She leaned over and gave him a peck on the cheek. “See you later” she 
said. “Mind you don’t tread on any elves!” 

As Tracey walked to factory, Buster got out of the taxi. Tracey would have loved to 
have been able to put up Buster but there simply wasn’t space in the house at all for 
guests – and actually, it was nice to see different people in the evening, too. Buster 
waved cheerfully at Tracey and walked over to her. 

“I got permission to move the engine upstairs” he said. “More fresh air – especially 
given the smell of the burnt fuel. We’ve also had the delivery of the tyres – these look 
really sweet, the tyre guys reckon we should get an extra 60 miles out of them at 
even hotter running temperatures – and they managed to shave weight off them too. 
SWWEEETTT! I can’t wait to try them!” 

Tracey couldn’t help but admire Buster’s enthusiasm. He’d almost won the cup so 
many times – every time there had been something that Septan, the rival company, 
had managed to pull and take the race, whether it was subtle – like greasing the pit 
lane – or blatant, like the extra sharp edge on the running fin that they used to cut 
Buster’s tyre. Unfortunately although the Octan race officials had complained, each 
time Septan had managed to show it was just an unfortunate coincidence and they 
had taken the prize. But this time they were certain that when the engine fired up and 
Buster took to the track, as he would not need to refill he could be laps ahead of 
Septan’s drivers before they knew what was happening. 

Buster led Tracey into the new workshop. Tracey stood open mouthed. There, piled 
behind Buster and in front of huge silos, were thousands upon thousands upon 
thousands of Brussels sprouts. 



 

Today’s advent treat: 

It is four tyres and what looks like a fuel container! From an advent present day, this 
is possibly one of the least playable – if only because well, the four tyres aren’t really 
doing much unless you have something to plug them onto. But it does mean that I 
think I can work out why Buster is now here – and that I was right to think that 
yesterday’s thing may have been an engine. Still not sure why we had a spaceman 
though. 
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17. Car 
 

Tracey was horrified. Was this the location of all the stolen Brussels? Did that mean 
that her company was responsible – and if so, did they do this in other locations too? 
It was a horrible dilemma – and this realisation made her feel very uncomfortable. 

Buster, on the other hand was oblivious. He’d unboxed the race car, fitted the tyres 
and was trying to work out how to fit the super engine onto the back. He knew that 
the small engine would fit and that the performance would be fine, but they had time 
– and really, who wouldn’t want to bolt that sort of monster engine onto the back? 

Luckily, he knew how he would need to mount the engine – so that it wouldn’t tip 
over at slow speeds, but that the front wouldn’t lift when he really opened the throttle. 
He also knew that he couldn’t just bolt a couple of extra spoilers on… but he’d 
figured he’d go a little carefully anyway. Once he’d finished tinkering, he poured a 
careful amount of Tracey’s fuel into the engine and pushed the car outside. He 
hadn’t noticed how strangely Tracey was acting, mumbling to herself and picking up 
sprouts left and centre – he was too busy taking the opportunity to be a proper test 
driver. 

“Gonna need my special visor too” he thought and swapped his normal racing visor 
to the super strength, reflective version. 

He made sure that the car was pointing straight down the raceway – after the test 
run the other day, Octan had agreed with the city airport to use their runway for 
testing their car. The airport control had given them permission and had noted when 
they had any planned landings – with the agreement that if a plane did later ask for 
permission they would fly a red flag that the team could see. Buster checked – no 
flag. He sat in the race seat, the body of the engine just a few inches from his head. 
Luckily, his use of spanners was much better than his knowledge of knots. 

With the visor on and the ear plugs in, he couldn’t hear the engine start as clearly as 
the other day, but when he heard the 
BFFFFFFFFFFWWWWWWWWWWWWWOOOOOAAAAARRRRR!!!!! He felt the 
engine straining the brakes holding him in place. Buster realised that if he didn’t 
release the brake soon, the engine would rip itself clear from the body, so he 
released and… 

What can I say? You’ve watched those programmes when they launch airplanes 
from aircraft carriers? That would be like walking down the ship compared to the 
speeds that Buster reached in fractions of a second. Drag strip racing? Hah! The 
Competitor would just be putting it in gear and Buster would be down the quarter 
mile. VVVVVVVRRRRRRRRROOOOOOOOOOOOMMMMMMMMMM!!!!!! 

With the gold visor hiding Buster’s face, no-one could possibly see the smile from 
one ear right round to the same ear – THAT’s how big his smile was! 



Being a very experienced racing driver, Buster also knew that he would need to turn 
the car, so lightly released the accelerator (not that he was touching it much anyway) 
and without needing to touch the brakes the engine slowed the whole car – and he 
whipped round and started to head back. This was going to be great! He approached 
the back end of the runway in moments – then forgot what he was riding and 
touched the brakes with his foot still on the accelerator. 

FW-TING! 

Although the wheels had been uprated, no-one had looked to uprate the braking 
mechanism… and it BROKE. Worse still, part of the cable snagged on the 
accelerator so the engine continued running even though Buster had taken his foot 
right of the clutch! A small grass bank at the back end of the runway should have 
caught him – but at the speed he was going it just acted like a ramp – and within 
moments he was barrelling down the main street! Luckily, it was a sleepy 
Wednesday and no-one was really out and about. Well, no-one except for Rocky 
who was returning back to the station with two more mugs – which crashed onto the 
floor when Buster shot through the town! 

“SSSSooooooorrrryyyyyyyy” Rocky heard. 

 

Buster had a problem – he had to do something – and then he remembered there 
was a kill switch just above his head. He strained to raise his hand up, struggling to 
keep the car on the very unracetrack like road, but he managed it – and in an instant 
the car stopped. Without waiting, Buster pushed the racing car out of sight and 
seeing an old tarpaulin threw it over the car to hide it. One quick call to the race team 
and a truck was there to move the race car away before anyone knew who was 
responsible for “that streak of Lightning down Main Street”. A couple of people 
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wondered if it was the cinema, trying to drum up enthusiasm for their “Back to The 
Future” marathon film show! 

Of course, Tracey missed all this. She had quietly phoned Rocky and agreed to meet 
him in the café. Her back was to the window when Buster had shot through Town – 
Rocky was just crossing the road to meet her. A little frustrated from having yet more 
mugs broken by the local hooligans, he asked the waitress for his usual Triple 
Espresso Latte with two extra shots of espresso coffee; Tracey had tea. Tracey 
explained what she had found. 

“Of course, I’ll need to check and confirm this, Tracey” Rocky said. 

“I know” replied Tracey, “But the company is very tight on their security; there’s a lot 
of money at stake with our fuel developments and other racing improvements. Look, 
where I can I’ve taken a couple of pictures – but I really can’t let you have copies; I 
like my job and I want to keep it.” 

“I understand” replied Rocky. “But I will need to get someone to help me.” 

“I think I overheard someone saying that we now had a supply deal with the local 
depot; perhaps they could help.” 

“Brian? Yes, that might work.” 

Today’s advent treat: 

It was the race car body. I quite like how the last few days have come together, and 
overall it’s built quite a nice little model. The smaller (proper) engine fits neatly on the 
back – but like Buster, I wanted to use a proper sized engine… 

  



18. Boy and control device 

Rocky thought hard. What to do? It was clear that Tracey had given him a significant 
clue to finding the stolen Brussels, but without a warrant how would he manage to 
get on site? His records showed that the land was owned by Mr Macready, but that 
he had sublet it to Octan. Unless he could prove to Mayor Thomas that he suspected 
something was amiss (and he was fairly certain that the Mayor might know 
something about all the goings on here) he was unlikely to get the necessary warrant 
to inspect the property – at least, not before all ‘dodgy’ stuff had been removed. 
Rocky also knew that wearing the handcuffs would also be a liability – stealth really 
wasn’t an option when you were clanking and chinking everywhere. 

And… and… that was six mugs that had been destroyed this month! 

As he walked home, he saw Toby Juggs playing with his model airplane. Toby had 
been in no end of trouble since his parents had bought that thing for him last 
christmas; as well as using the plane to dive bomb everyone from his teacher, to the 
librarian, and even Twiggy and Torch (and definitely not forgetting the time he had 
also managed to rig a little video camera that had managed to catch… well, let’s just 
say that the video footage was confiscated in time and Miss Coronet’s modesty was 
never revealed to Master Juggs). 

The model airplane! 

Suddenly Rocky knew what he needed to do. He approached young Toby. 

“It wasn’t me!” Said Toby, automatically. 
“I’m sure it wasn’t this time” replied Rocky. “But actually, I’d like to play with your 
plane.” 
“My dad says that I have to keep it away from houses” said Toby. “Especially after 
last time.” 
“And that’s quite right” replied Rocky. “But I would like to use it for police business; 
so could I use it please?” 
“But it’s over there” said Toby, pointing at the far end of the field. 
“I know” replied Rocky. “I want you to fly your plane over there and into that building. 
Yes, yes, I know what your parents have said but this will be helping me a lot. If the 
plane gets broken I will buy you a new one; in addition, I will also buy you the biggest 
Lego set in the toy shop for helping me.” 



 

Well, on hearing that he was going to help the Police AND had been promised the 
Lego set, Toby’s smile was the biggest ever; and with tongue almost firmly poked 
from the side of his mouth, he carefully turned his plane and flew it straight into Mr 
Macready’s barn. They both heard the crash. 

“Well, I guess I ought to go and get your plane” said Rocky. 
“I think it’s broken” replied Toby “I heard the crash and it didn’t sound good. Reckon 
I’ve got a new plane.” 
“Reckon you might” replied Rocky. “But I’ll go and check.” 

Rocky walked over to the barn. “Policeman on police business” he called out. He 
then stepped inside. 
“Oh. My. Goodness” he said. “Oh good grief. How will I get a court order for this?!” 

Today’s advent treat: 
It’s Master Toby Jugg, with a spare hat, several orange disks and throttle sticks. I 
think it’s a radio control device, which is why I went with that as the story line. A 
small child as an advent character isn’t a surprise, but I’m still trying to work out why 
we had a spaceman though… 
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19. Model Planes 

Rocky could not believe his eyes. Right in front of him were barrels upon barrels of 
Brussels; there to the side were crates upon crates too. Pretty much all were filled to 
the brim. Rocky immediately realised that the crates were from the more recent 
deliveries – Brian had showed him how he got the sprouts delivered and he 
remembered the barrels from the rooftop. Behind the crates were giant silos… and 
there was a peculiar odour; it smelled like gone off eggy smell and the last time 
Rocky remembered that smell was when he first met Gary! 

“What are you doing here?” A gruff voice said, from nowhere in particular. “This is 
private property; trespassers must go away!” 
“I am Sheriff Stallone; I was asked to get an airplane that a little boy flew in here 
accidently. I called out, but there was no reply; I’ll just get the plane and get going!” 
“I’ll throw it over to you – just get out” said the voice. Rocky started to think that he 
might recognise that voice. 
“Mr Macready?” He asked “Is that you?” 
“No, no, no” said Mr Macready (it was him, but he was still hiding). “No, I’m Mr… 
Goodyear! Yes, I’m Mr Goodyear!” 
“Oh, OK Mr Mac… Mr Goodyear; but would you mind showing yourself; I have a 
couple of questions about all these Brussels Sprouts.” 
“No, no, I’m far to busy; come back when you have a warrant or something. Here’s 
your plane – goodbye!” 

A small blue plane came floating over the crates and landed close to Rocky’s feet. 
This wasn’t the red radio controlled plane that Toby had flew in. 
“Err, Mr Goodyear, this isn’t the boy’s plane. I’m coming in to….cough cough!” 

Much as Rocky wanted to go into the building, that smell was getting stronger and 
stronger all the time. 
“Just get out!!” Said Mr Macready. Rocky heard footsteps running out the back of the 
building. 
With no further time to think, Rocky grabbed the blue plane and ran out. Toby was 
waiting outside. 

“That’s not my plane” said Toby. “No matter – a new plane and big Lego set! Hurray! 
Best Christmas ever!” 
Rocky smiled; yes, that was worth it; at least he knew where the Brussels had gone 
to so at least that was something. But what was that smell? 

At that moment, Tracey came back from the shops. She nodded at Rocky in a 
pleasant, pleased-to-meet-you-local-neighbour kind of way and started to head 
towards the barn. 
“No” said Rocky “Don’t go in there; I don’t know what it is, but something smells 
really, really bad in there.” 
“What, like Gary?” She asked and Rocky nodded. 

Tracey walked over to her car and opened the boot. She put on a respirator and 
walked in. Moments later, she came out with a small orange flask. 



 

“Mmm mm mmm memv mebg sbgr mmmm mmm” She said. 
“Say again?” Asked Rocky. 
“Mm mmmm, Mmm mm mmm memv mebg sbgr mmmm mmm!” She repeated. 
“Umm, again, but a little slower?” 
“MM MMMM, MMM MM MMM MEMV MEBG SBGR MMMM MMM!!!” She shouted. 
Then she went “mmmm!” And took the mask off. 
“Sorry, I forgot..” said Tracey, looking a little sheepish. “A jar of our special fuel got 
knocked over; Buster couldn’t have put the top on properly, but I don’t know why it 
would suddenly fall over like that.” 
“Special fuel?” Asked Rocky.  
“Yes, I make special fuel for Octan. We’re hoping that we can develop a bio fuel 
which has better performance than any normal fuel. Obviously, it’s very secret.” 
“That explains what you were telling me before” said Rocky. “But I didn’t see much 
security.” 
Tracey’s voice dropped to an almost whisper. “Actually, I don’t really know about our 
security – I’ve not seen any, but I know that it’s there.” 

Out of the corner of his eye, Rocky saw something red and green flash by. He 
quickly turned and saw…. 

“Nurgle!” Exclaimed Rocky! 

“Nerks!” Said Nurgle “Nurgle not supposed to be seen. Nurgle got plane for boy. Got 
broken, but Nurgle fixed. Good now.” 
Toby was fascinated – and very excited.  
“You’re an elf! You fixed my plane! Want to play?” 
Nurgle was curiously interested. As a Gatherer he never “played”, but it sounded fun, 
so he nodded and was about to run off with Toby when Rocky called out. 
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“Nurgle – would you mind taking my handcuff off me? I can’t find the….” 
Nurgle was smiling. In his open hand was a small silver key, one that Rocky would 
discover fitted the handcuffs perfectly. 

Today’s advent treat: 
Well, heck I’m good at this! It’s two little airplanes for young Toby to fly with 
yesterday’s remote control! Although they are only a few parts each, they are really 
neat and very “swooshable” (and that’s a technical word in Lego for a plane or 
spaceship – as you can swoosh it when pretending it’s flying!) 
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20. Boat 

Standing outside the barn, Rocky had a question for Tracey. 

“I’m not a scientist”, he said, “but that seems like an awful lot of sprouts for that much 
fuel. Or do you have a larger storage point for the fuel elsewhere?” 

 

Tracey scratched her head. “Well”, she replied, “I know that we have to take a lot of 
raw material to make the fuel, but I have been concerned that we seem to get 
through a lot more material than I actually use. I’d figured that Octan were employing 
a few scientists like me, each working independently to see who could work the best 
and quickest. It could promote interesting results and might prevent us all heading 
down the wrong path on a shared assumption.” 

Round the back of the barn, Mr Macready (err, Goodyear) had turned on the 
massive extractor fans and cleaned the air. There was little time left, and he couldn’t 
spare a single moment now. He whistled and Buster walked in, carefully leading a 
reindeer. 

“She’s well enough” said Buster, “But I’m concerned that we haven’t charged her up 
enough yet.” 
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“Well, let’s plug her in and see if we can address that” replied Mr Macready. “I really 
don’t want to have to go through the whole process of setting the SantaNav up 
again. I had a hard enough time working out how to load the addresses – and do you 
know how many new bridges and traffic updates there are world wide?!” 

Buster led the reindeer over and carefully plugged the device over the reindeers 
nose. The reindeer started a little, but Buster and Mr Macready calmed her down 
and she soon settled. A faint red glow could be seen in the device. Buster then made 
sure that the water fountain was running and there was enough hay. 

“That’s good” replied Mr Macready. 

“Yes” replied Buster, “But according to this dial she’s only 40% charged. It takes a lot 
of Brussels to power this charger and I’m worried it might not be enough this year – 
that thing earlier really affected our deadlines. I may have to get the rockets bolted 
on – that fuel Tracey developed is really very good.” 
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“I’m just glad that we only have one reindeer we need to charge” replied Mr 
Macready. “But this is why we vary our centre of operations each year. We keep the 
North Pole as the Customer Services depot, but we vary our start point depending 
on who has the best Brussels crop for the year. That way we can reduce our overall 
green footprint… if you pardon the pun.” 

“It also means that children in certain parts of the world don’t always have to wait 
until it’s almost early morning before they get their presents!” 

“True, but I think we’ve got that figured out now; and with the Gatherer’s sharing their 
secret sleeping liquid we can avoid a lot of unpleasant situations.” 

“So, is there anything else we can do?” 

“No, it’s just a matter of looking after Rudolph here and making sure she’s happy. 
You can go and play with your car – I know you want to – and I’ll make sure that 
Rocky and Tracey don’t stumble back in here. I really don’t want to have to knock 
over another jar.” 

Story Note – 1 

I don’t know if you knew this or not, but given the time of the year only female 
reindeer keep their antlers! Whilst both grow them, the males will lose them. That 
means that every reindeer on Santa’s sleigh was a lady!! 
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Story Note – 2 

When I started on the Christmas Brussel caper story, I had seen that you can power 
small clocks with vegetables and fruit. Being Christmas, and having just bought the 
Custom made gas mask for my Lego character, the idea of using Brussels just 
appealed. Apparently, I wasn’t the only one, as a Christmas tree was powered in 
London this year by the same power source! Much as I wanted to share as soon as I 
knew, I’ve had to hang on until I was available to reveal the power plant: 

http://www.gizmag.com/christmas-tree-brussels-sprout-battery/30121/ 

Today’s advent treat: 

 

Today’s advent treat had me scratching my head, until a helpful Nurgle appeared 
just after I’d taken my pictures to show me properly. 
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I’d included it in the pictures as a water fountain for Rudolph (and the quick reference 
in the story); however Nurgle has pointed out that it may be a small boat for Toby to 
play with on the lake, using the Universal radio controller. Toby was happy with this, 
on account of the fact that he had managed to crash his plane into a tree yesterday 
after Nurgle had gone back to his Gatherer duties… 
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21. Train 
 

The next morning, Mr Macready entered the barn and looked at the dial. 64%! Well, 
it was a definite improvement, but would it be enough? He might have to let Buster 
loose with the spanners and turn the sleigh into a flying vehicle. It had been done 
before, but somehow it seemed like cheating – and there was a certain naughty 
pleasure in test flying a sleigh around at closing time on Christmas Eve – Mr 
Macready wondered how many people had found themselves sleeping somewhere 
other than their own beds when they’d come crashing into the house very excited 
that they had seen a flying sleigh! 

He decided that just to be safe, he would need to speak to Tracey and Buster about 
Plan B. He was reluctant to get Tracey involved, after all this was a family business 
and she was a good, but not family. However, they had never been this close to the 
wire before and Mr Macready really didn’t want to lose the contract. This was, well, a 
magical job and just racing cars round a track didn’t appeal to him. Oh, he knew 
Buster would be excited about the chance, but in the not too distant future Buster 
would have to take over his job and wouldn’t be able to just drive cars. Mr Macready 
shook himself. Buster would be fine and there was no point in worrying about the 
“what ifs” of the future when there were more pressing things at hand. 

Plus, of course, there was that loose end that needed tying up. Mr Macready knew 
that Brian had already put an insurance claim in to cover the loss of the Brussel 
sprouts and that the FH Insurance company were already starting their 
investigations. With the sheriff looking into it as well, good and proper as it was, Mr 
Macready realised that this was something that needed careful sorting out. One bad 
credit rating and that would affect so very much. Mr Macready got into his car and 
drove to the Insurance Company. 

FH Insurance (Motto: “we’ll pay when Hell freezes over”) was a long-established 
business. They would insure you for anything and everything and happily take your 
money; but if there was a loophole, well, that was that – and they were very good at 
finding loopholes. It was the one badge in the Scouts that they had really achieved 
at. Mr Macready walked up to the reception desk and smoothed his grey hair. Behind 
the receptionist was a beautiful picture of four horses. 
“Mr Slaughter will see you immediately” said the receptionist. 

Mr Macready was shown into a big office, empty, except for a very big black desk, a 
red leather chair, a smaller (but still comfortable chair) and a train track that ran 
round the side of the room. 

“Ah, come in Mr Macready” said Mr Slaughter. “Just in time for tea – would you like 
some?” 
Mr Macready shook his head. 
“No thank you Mr Slaughter, I had one before I came out.” 
Mr Slaughter smiled, then pulled a small lever on the side of the track. There was a 
click and a small train came along the tracks, with a cup of tea perched on the 
carriage. It puffed its way round the office, wisps of smoke coming from the chimney. 



Carefully, Mr Slaughter raised the lever and the train came to a halt. He lifted the 
mug off, put it onto his desk, then lowered the lever and the train continued on its 
way. 
“Always wanted to be a train driver” said Mr Slaughter, in way of defence. 

 

After Mr Slaughter had drunk some of his tea (“it’s great having it delivered by train, 
but it gets quite cold when it gets to you”) he got down to business. 
“How can I help?” 

Mr Macready took a breath. 
“A few years ago, one of your business partners, Mr De’Ath, sold a business 
insurance policy to a friend of mine. I understand that he is now trying to claim 
against that.” 
“I can’t talk about another client’s business.” 
“I know; but I also know that you don’t like paying out – and I’d like to help.” 
“Go on.” 
“I have two suitcases full of money here, which more than cover what my friend is 
claiming. I’d like you to pay him from this – and lose all paperwork you might have 
about him ever making a claim.” 
“But I couldn’t do that” said Mr Slaughter “it would be unethical. Besides, how did you 
get that much money? We couldn’t be seen to be dealing with the Devil you know!” 
Mr Macready laughed. 
“I’m sure that you could find a way; but he would have to be paid in full. I made a 
promise some time back to help and this is my way of doing that. I know that if Ijust 
gave him the money, you’d say he had made a claim and his payments would have 
to increase. I’m sure everyone would be happy.” 
“I would need to talk to my partners” said Mr Slaughter. He picked up the phone. 
“Hello De’Ath, been given an offer and I don’t really want to refuse it. Where’s… oh, 
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on holiday, that’s right and …. out stuffing his face; yes that doesn’t surprise me… 
Look, can I just pop into your office for a moment?” 

A few moments later, Mr Slaughter returned with some papers in his hand. 
“It would seem we have a deal” he smiled. “Here’s the paperwork we have and we 
will arrange for your friend to receive his claim money. As you have paid in full, we 
will waive the ‘under the table’ administration fee.” 
Mr Macready thanked Mr Slaughter and left. Mr Slaughter smiled – hand over 
paperwork, what were they born yesterday? What Mr Slaughter didn’t know was that 
thanks to the elves he HAD handed over all the paperwork! 

Later that day, Mr Slaughter handed over the cash to Brian. Brian was surprised and 
pleased that FH Insurance had paid and paid promptly! In addition, back at the police 
station a call came in from a clerk at FH Insurance for Rocky. 
“Sheriff Stallone? This is Chris from FH Insurance; I understand that you have been 
investigating a mysterious case of missing Brussels Sprouts.” 
“That’s right” replied Rocky. “And I think I know where they might be…” 
“Yes, about that. We’ve discovered that an international gang of vegetable thieves 
have been stealing many root vegetables and selling them on. They have been 
caught and we are now dealing with the matter, so you won’t need to look into it any 
further.” 
“Good grief!” Replied Rocky. “What were they doing with them?” 
“Well, they were caught chopping the vegetables into small pieces…. they will be in 
hot water, I’m sure.” 
“Did you get it all?” 
“A little was recovered… a soupcon, if you will?” 
“Nope.” 
“Well, it sounded funny to us. Have a good day, Sheriff.” 
Rocky put down the phone. One less thing to worry about, he thought. Time to put 
the kettle on. 

  



Today’s advent treat: 

 

It’s the little train! I love that it is instantly recognisable as such, and the smoke at the 
front (normally sold as part of an ice cream sundae) just gives a lovely finishing 
touch. For me, this has to be one of the best little builds of this advent calendar – 
and to be fair this has been a very good year’s advent calendar 

Authors note: 
It dawned on me the other day that this wasn’t a “victimless” crime of stolen 
Brussels. Brian had put a claim in for his loss and had written them off, Rocky had 
found the Brussels (or at least had his suspicions) and that somewhere a small clerk 
in an insurance company would be liaising with the police to establish how they 
might recover them. In other words, there needed to be balance in that part of the 
story, if it was truly to be happy ever after. 
So the insurance company doesn’t lose money (in case you were wondering, the 
four partners of FH Insurance are Conquest, Famine, War -or slaughter – and Death. 
I checked, no pestilence), Brian gets his money, Mr Macready keeps his Brussels – 
technically now he has bought them – and Rocky gets to let it go. 

Now I can get back to worrying about how to charge a reindeer….  

Oh, and I guess I ought to apologise for the last bit. It was early morning and I was 
trying to work out what you could do with a large amount of vegetables. If had been 
fruit it would have been easy… “A lorry carrying a trailer full of strawberries crashed 
on the freeway yesterday. Drivers can expect to find a jam there today…..” 
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22. Digger 
 

Even before it was light, an anxious Mr Macready was looking at the dials. Rudolph’s 
nose was (according to the display) up to 80% charged now. The other displays also 
showed that the machine was working at a rate of 120% (and before anyone comes 
up with the awfully clever remark that you can’t have more than 100%, well this 
machine was special… and they had designed the dials so that anyone not in the 
know would only have it running at 100% which of course would only be… umm, 
hang on, got a calculator here… oh, batteries are dead… well, anyway, slightly less 
than 100%, if you see what I mean). But anyway, the machine would not work any 
faster or quicker. Mr Macready was right to be worried, even without a calculator (no 
working batteries, you see) he knew that Rudolph would not be properly charged. 

Time for Plan B. 

After a light breakfast, Mr Macready took to pacing the floor until Buster and Tracey 
arrived for work. Although it was the weekend, everyone knew what the deadline 
was and that there would be no rest from now on. Mr Macready – without waiting for 
any questions – explained the situation. 

“Tracey, Buster, we have a problem and your skills are in desperate need. Buster – I 
will need you to start working out how we could assist the undercharged reindeers; 
Tracey – you need to work on making sure that Buster’s rockets could work all the 
time.” 

Buster was excited. He’d already been drawing plans of how he could adapt the 
sleigh; now he just needed to start building them. With a barely contained “WOOP!” 
he ran out of the room. 
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Tracey, on the other hand, was worried. Because her fuel had been developed with 
the sole purpose of being ultra efficient she didn’t think she could make it any more 
efficient, and with Otto, the automated brussel machine already running on its tracks 
to top up The Big Machine to charge Rudolph, she also wondered if Otto (or even 
more Ottos) could divert enough Brussels away to make her fuel. She stood, looking 
at The Big Machine as it charged Rudolph, her hands stroking the reindeer’s fur 
absent mindedly as her mind worked out possible options. She jumped when a voice 
behind her said 

“You didn’t take your sandwiches today – I made them specially; sprout, cranberry 
and pickle…. with lettuce and mince pie…. well, it’s my favourite, anyway” 

Tracey smiled to herself. She hadn’t ‘forgotten’ them at all, but it was sweet that he 
thought of her. As she thanked him, Gary was looking at The Big Machine.  
“Should it be working at 120%?” He asked. 
“Ideally, no” replied Tracey and without thinking explained her problem of fuel to 
Gary. 
Gary stood and thought. 
“I think your fuel is already at maximum efficiency, but you need more gas” he 
replied. “You need a second machine that will create the gas that you can then 
condense.” 
“But we don’t have time to make another machine” replied Tracey. 
“Don’t need one” said Gary. “You’ve got me! All we need is a large gas container and 
a big supply of Brussels and Pickles and I can get right on the job, if you pardon the 
expression.” 

At that point, Mr Macready walked into the room. He was initially surprised that there 
was already someone in the room, but the idea he heard was brilliant. 
“We might be able to borrow some of the balloons from the airshow” he said. “Do 
you think it could contain enough?” 
“We can try – and if we put a few cows in other balloons we might be OK”. 

It took a little while, but soon a large clear plastic balloon was found and Gary 
climbed in, armed with two forks and three large barrels of Brussels. As they started 
to seal the balloon up, Tracey realised he needed something. They waited until she 
returned from the car and handed the gas mask to him. 
“It will get pretty smelly in there” said Tracey. 
“I know” said Gary “I’ve woken up next to me a few times!” 

Within a few moments, Gary and the cows were sealed in and the gas production 
started. 



 

Today’s advent treat: 
It’s Otto the automated Brussels feeder! 
As a micro build, this is definitely as good as the train; a neat use of black and yellow 
parts. 
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23. Sledge 

Rudolph charged status: 85% 
The Big Machine Operating Status: 122% and holding. 

Buster couldn’t wait to show Mr Macready the results of his hard work. He’d 
managed to bolt wings and jet directors onto the wings and mount the huge engine 
onto the back. 
“What’s with the big windmill thing on the back?” asked Mr Macready. 
“If we switch the engine on full power, it should power the sleigh without the need for 
reindeer. However, if we do use reindeer and they start to lose their strength we can 
help them with the propeller.” 
“Does it work?” 
“Don’t know; I thought we could try today.” 
“We?” 
“Well, when it gets used for real, I won’t be flying it.” 
Buster gave Mr Macready is racing helmet, but Mr Macready handed it back. 
“No, I’ve got some better helmets for this – at least no-one will know it’s us”. 
They carefully wheeled it out of the barn and onto the runway. They climbed aboard 
and Buster took the controls. 
“Flight test Number 1” he said. 

 

Rocky woke up feeling good. After the last few days he was glad everything was 
back to normal. All that sprout theft was now behind him, he’d managed to get four 
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new mugs across the High Street to the Police station and he could focus on 
delivering the Christmas cards and presents that were starting to pile up. He pulled 
out his trusty sledge and loaded it up. 
“Expecting more snow?” asked the Desk Sergeant. 
Rocky laughed. “I just find it easier to pull along and I won’t have to worry about the 
wheels getting stuck in any mud” he replied. “I’ll deliver these whilst walking my 
round; it’ll be nice to speak to some of the community, rather than just looking at 
them from the car.” 
The Desk Sergeant wished him well; even though it was nice out it was still cold and 
for once he was glad he was indoors. Rocky set off, and decided that he would start 
by dropping off the presents at the fire station. As well as big boxes of chocolate and 
marshmallows for Torch, Twiggy and the other fire fighters, he had a big bone for 
Deefer. He saw Toby playing in the park, so decided that he would go across the 
park towards the Fire Station; he could at least let Toby see that he was going to 
deliver on his promise of the Lego set. 
“Hello Sheriff!” said Toby. “Nurgle really fixed my plane! I can do loop-the-loops now 
– watch!” 

 

 
Rocky watched as Toby (with tongue stuck out and a face showing deep 
concentration) carefully manoeuvred the plane into a perfect loop. He then followed it 
with a barrel roll. Rocky was really impressed. 
“I’m going to be a pilot when I grow up” said Toby. 
“If you work and study hard there’s no reason why you shouldn’t” replied Rocky. “By 
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the way, see that big box there? See it’s got your name on? Merry Christmas, Toby! 
I’ll drop it off at your house later.” 
As they stood and watched Toby’s plane, Rocky noticed something else in the sky. It 
looked like his sledge, but with wings and … a propeller? 
“Toby… can you see that in the sky?” 
“What, my plane?” 
“No, the thing just to the right.” 
“That looks like a cool plane; someone’s dressed it up to look like Santa’s sleigh!” 
Rocky had that feeling that something was up. He was about to shake it off and get 
on with his deliveries when his radio crackled into life. 
“Rocky, we’ve had a call from Mr Macready’s farm; they have a problem that needs 
your help.” 
Rocky looked at Toby and smiled. He then clicked the radio button and responded. 
“Why me?” 
“Umm, they say that they’re going to need your help with this; they said to tell you 
‘Brussels’, whatever that meant.” 
Well, Rocky didn’t really know, but what he did know was that the presents would not 
be delivered. 
“Toby, could you do me a huge favour? Could you deliver my presents and cards for 
me? I’d like to get it done today – and as you heard, Mr Macready needs my help.” 
Toby grinned. As well as playing with a Gatherer (Nurgle had put him right on that 
one) he could see how big the Lego set was – he was happy to help. He nodded, 
and Rocky handed the sledge over, before heading back to the station, getting the 
directions of where he needed to be and setting off in the car. 

Over at the farm, Rocky was met by Tracey. 
“I’ve tried to find Mr Macready and Buster, but can’t locate them anywhere. I need 
your help with Gary.” 
“Why, what’s he done?” 
Tracey led Rocky over to a huge plinth above it was a large balloon – and Gary, 
chomping away at a large barrel of Brussels sprouts. 
Rocky just stood … and stared … and blinked. He didn’t think he could ever look at a 
snow globe in the same way EVER AGAIN. 
Tracey explained. 
“We needed to get gas and lots of it. The cows were of some help, but when one got 
spooked they all did – and let’s just leave it there. It was very slippery is all I’m 
saying, and this is my third white coat. But Gary’s been fine and we’ve got enough 
gas now that it’s filled all the gas canisters; we’ve even managed to condense it so 
it’s properly pressurised too.” 
“So why do you need me?” 
“Here’s the thing. Mr Macready and Buster sealed him in, but we didn’t really give 
much thought to how we would get him out again. Everything now has such perfect 
seals that he’s effectively trapped.” 
At this point, Gary looked up from his Brussels and waved enthusiastically. Tracey 
waved back, looked at Rocky and said… “…and Gary doesn’t know.” 
Rocky scratched his head. Not being a balloon technician, he only knew one way to 
pop a balloon. 
He grabbed a ladder, propped it against the very inflated balloon and reached for his 
pocket knife. 
Tracey stopped him. 



“If you just stab at the balloon, we could injure him in the explosion. Better use this” 
and he handed him an open syringe. “It should let the pressure out enough that you 
could cut him out more easily.” 

 

 
Rocky climbed the ladder and plunged the syringe into the balloon. Now, here’s the 
thing. You know that if you pop a balloon it goes POP and explodes everywhere. But 
what happens when you inflate a balloon and let the air escape more slowly? You’ve 
watched a balloon as it goes 
BBBBBBBBRRRRRRRRRRPPPPPPPPPPP!! 
around the room, dashing this way and that before landing on the floor? Well, now 
you know what happened next! 
Within an instant, the room was very smelly because of the gas that had been in the 
balloon. When they cut him out of the balloon, he was covered in Brussels leaves 
and had a huge smile. 
“That was fun!” he said. “Can we do that again… but next time, without the 
surprise?” 
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Today’s advent treat: 

 
It’s the sledge. A nice little build and is minifigure scale, which is great. I’d say that 
it’s a shame that (as a model) it came after two very good little micro models which 
shouldn’t affect opinion, but it has. On the plus side though, it has a few neat parts 
that will be useful in builds later – especially the parts that will allow SNOT (Studs 

Not On Top) building. 

Authors note on this episode: 

Different people will write in different ways; Dickens would describe the details of the 
room to allow you to picture Bob Cratchet at work at his desk. I’ve realised that my 
descriptions are a lot, lot lighter – my mind tends to create the whole thing as a film 
scene and so I ‘allow’ the reader to create the scene in their imagination as well. 

But what does tend to happen is that I might have two or three ideas that I will 
explore before finally settling on a writeable idea. One such train of thought was of a 
cow in a balloon, bouncing down the side of a hill before coming to rest at the 
bottom… I’ll leave that thought with you today…. 
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24. Santa 

Rudolph charged status: 89% 
The Big Machine Operating Status: 116% and dropping slightly 

 
The take-off was smooth and within moments Buster and Mr Macready were high in 
the sky. 
“Hey look, it’s Rocky and Toby” said Buster “They’re playing in the park!” 
Buster went to wave, but Mr Macready stopped him. 
“We can’t risk anyone knowing it’s us flying the sleigh” he said. “Can you imagine the 
problems that would cause?” 
Buster was a little disappointed that he couldn’t wave at his friends, but understood. 
They then went through all the checks using varying speeds of engine, until finally Mr 
Macready said 
“We ought to try this with a reindeer.” 
They flew back and led out Bambi VII into the field. They harnessed her up to the 
sleigh and went for a test flight. They used Bambi to pull the sleigh, lightly assisted 
by the propeller at the back. It was only a short test flight, but it was enough. Buster 
led Bambi back to the stables, and then they dragged the sleigh back into the barn. 

[small note here; as with so much in life, nothing lasts forever and after time there is 
a need to replace the reindeer. Now a reindeer can be known by many names such 
as Spot, Spike, Brown Tail, Mrs Needle, or my favourite “My disguised unicorn” – this 
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is especially useful when they need get care, or be identified in a field. But when they 
are connected to the sleigh, they take the name of the position on the sleigh – so at 
the front, the lead reindeer is called Rudolph, then there’s Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, 
Vixen, Comet, Cupid, Donder and Blitzen. During the night run, Santa can swap the 
reindeer round to let the front reindeer rest – but the names and their positions 
remain the same.] 

Once the sleigh was back under covers, Mr Macready reviewed the sleigh with 
Buster. 
“I like the engine, you’ve done a great job with that” he said. “However, I think the 
wings were overkill – I could tell that they weren’t really adding any additional 
stability or lift – so I think we could remove them.” 
Mr Macready then looked at the dials of The Big Machine. 
“Only 89%” He said. “And it’s the end of the 23rd. I hope we will have enough 
power.” 
“I’ve nearly finished something” replied Buster “And I think it will answer your 
worries.” 

The next day, Christmas Eve, Mr Macready was again looking anxiously at the dials. 
Only 94% and the Big Machine was now dropping its operating speed to 78%. Much 
as he would have liked to get that operating speed up, the other dials showing 
temperatures, wind strength, voltage, power, how much coffee was left in the jar, 
where those keys were that you put down only yesterday, what was next on the TV, 
plus a few others that looked impressive but were, in fact, just drawn on for effect all 
showed that The Big Machine really couldn’t give it any more. In fact, the summary 
display screen said exactly that: 

Obviously, this was not a time for happiness, this was a time to worry – so Mr 
Macready was quite a bit frustrated when Buster came whistling into the garage. 
“This is no time for being cheerful” said Mr Macready. “Look at the dials of The Big 
Machine, Buster, they quite clearly say that it can’t give anymore!” 
Buster looked at the dials and just smiled. 
“I think you need to see this.” 
He led Mr Macready out of the barn to a large black sheet and with the dramatic flair 
of a magician, pulled the sheet away, revealing…. 



 
“What in tarnation is that?” asked Mr Macready. 
“It’s a filling station” replied Buster. 
“A what now – a portable gas station?” 
“Exactly! Toby was telling me the other day that he had watched a programme on 
how some airplanes can refuel mid-flight; I realised that we could do the same. Now, 
I can follow the sleigh – a small distance away, just in case someone sees us 
together, then we can use this to refuel the reindeers as they fly over the sea (where 
there are no people) which means we are less reliant on the rockets… which means 
the fuel lasts longer which means…” 
“Santa completes his deliveries!” 
“Plus” added Buster, “I can be ready when it’s my turn to take over the business, 
Dad” 
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Later that afternoon, an invitation was handed to a small number of select people, 
with instructions to be at the airfield at 9 o’clock in the evening. Toby was invited as 
well, and his invitation included a special note to his mum that she would have to be 
there as well. 
At 9 o’clock, Toby, Toby’s mum, Rocky, Gary, Brian Tracey and Deefer were all 
standing on the airfield. It was dark and there was a light wind, but other than that, 
nothing. Toby was excited anyway so didn’t mind that it was actually his bed time… 
tomorrow was Christmas and that would mean presents! As they all stood around, 
they started to wonder who had sent the mysterious invitations, when there was a 
“WSSHHH” of something landing silently behind them. 
“Ho Ho HO!” said a voice. They spun round. 
“SANTA!” they cried! 
“Yes, ho ho ho! I just stopped by to say thank you to each of you for helping me get 
ready for this year’s present run. I’ve brought you each a little present to say thank 
you, but you can’t open them until… Oh.” 
Deefer had slipped the leash and his head was tearing at a present on the sleigh. 
Santa smiled through his beard. 
“Ok, everyone except Deefer can wait; I think Deefer already knows what I’ve got for 
him!” 
“But I didn’t help?” asked Toby’s mum. “Why am I here?” 
“Actually” replied Santa “You have helped more than you know. By encouraging 
young Toby, he inspired some of our greatest achievements this year!” 
“I did?” replied Toby. “Yay me!” 
They all laughed. But Toby’s face stopped smiling and face turned to a frown. 
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“But where’s Mr Macready, Buster and Nurgle? They helped too!” 
Santa knelt down to Toby’s height. 
“Mr Macready and Buster have to help me this evening” he said “so they’ve gone to 
get some sleep. It’ll be a long night for us, we’ll start about 10 o’clock, and flying 
round the world means we will be working for over a full day as midnight comes at 
different part of the world. As for Nurgle…” 
“Nurgle gives the presents! “ And with that, Nurgle handed out all the presents. 

 

“MERRY CHRISTMAS” said Gary. 

Thank you so much for following the Christmas Brussel Caper. I hope you enjoyed 
reading it as much as I enjoyed writing it. I have one more “post-Christmas” epilogue 
episode to wrap everything up; that will come out on Boxing Day (as Santa will still 
be delivering presents on Christmas Day). 
It just leaves me to wish you and your families a very merry Christmas, a Happy New 
Year – and hopes that you will stay on the Nice List for next year! 

Advent Treat: 
It could only be one person – Santa makes his appearance. This isn’t the first time 
that we’ve seen this version of Santa as he’s also in Series 8 of the collectible series, 
but interestingly many of the Winter Santa sets have an unprinted torso and a 
“pirate” hat. 
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Epilogue 
 

Well, it had been a long night, and Santa and Buster had made all their deliveries. 
Tracey’s calculations had all worked out - there was just enough fuel to make it back 
and put everything away. 

“I can’t eat another Mince Pie!” cried Buster. Santa smiled. 

“Better get used to that – or get an assistant like I seem to have!” he replied. 

Christmas morning came for the residents of the Lego City. Toby had to really 
struggle to stay in bed until breakfast, so much so that he just managed until first 
light before getting up and running down stairs. 

“Don’t open our presents” said Toby’s mum. “Why not open Sheriff Rocky’s 
present?” 

But Toby whilst Toby wanted to open ALL his presents, there was one that he 
wanted to open first; the present that Santa had given him. And he was NOT 
disappointed! 

 

“Thank you Santa!” said Toby. 
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Later, Toby’s mum opened her present. It was much smaller than Toby’s, but it was 
what she wanted. A new, red lipstick, matching the one that she had almost worn 
out. 

 

Tracey opened hers, the clinking of the glasses told her… it was chemicals to make 
stuff with. 
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Brian opened his present. It was a new trolley for moving things round the depot. His 
current one had a wobbly wheel, so more often than not he’d had to take a box of 
vegetables round and round in circles because it would not go in a straight line. But 
Brian smiled when he saw the inscription on the top bar, “For Brussels Only”. 

 

Deefer, as we know, was given a bone. I did try to get a picture of Deefer with his 
bone, but he’d already buried it. 
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Sooty was also given a special present – it was dropped off when Santa did his 
rounds. 

 

The biggest surprise was that Flash Harry had a present from Santa from of a block 
of gold. Well, that’s what Flash told Rocky when he asked, but eventually he 
confessed that it had “fallen out of the back of the safe at the Bank” and he’d been 
“passing by about to go for a little run, minding his own business, when it just 
happened to fall into his bag marked SWAG. The fact he was seen running away just 
proved that he was, as he said, about to go for a run.” 

Flash Harry remains on the Naughty List. 
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Rocky was pleased to be given a mug – and then really pleased when he read the 
note tucked inside. 

“This mug is a magic coffee mug. It will never empty, never spill, never break and 
more importantly, the coffee will never get cold. But there’s an additional magic 
element to it – if someone else picks it up, it will be empty, will never fill, but will 
never break – and will make the person want to put it back somewhere that you will 
find easily.” 

 

Gary was very surprised when he was woken up just before dawn by Santa. 

“Gary, because of you we had enough fuel when we most desperately needed it. I 
thought about what to give you to say thank you, I think I’ve got it right.” 

Gary opened his present. He hoped that it wouldn’t be any more Brussels - he’d 
thought in his own mind that he’d had enough for this year. But he was wrong – and 
very pleased and surprised. Santa continued. 

“I know how you like to tell stories”, he said, “so the elves made this for you. 
Sometimes, stories are pictures painted with words, and this magic brush and easle 
will allow to you to tell your stories in a way that everyone can appreciate.” 

“Wow, thank you Santa” said Gary. 
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Well, that brings us to the end of the story. I hope that you enjoyed it. Some people 
might say “that’s just a made up story”, but then Nurgle tells me that a lot of people 
think that when you tell them that elves and fairies exist. In case you were 
wondering, Mr Macready and Buster decided to keep Octan Racing in the city for a 
few more years, carefully adding extra depots around the world. Tracey continued to 
be able to work on fuel development, but could spend more time with Gary. Oh – and 
Nurgle? Well, Nurgle decided that at 627 he was getting a little too old to be a 
Gatherer, so he now trains Junior Gatherers. 

See you in the New Year. 

David 
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